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ABSTRACT 

 Techniques for anomaly detection in the maritime domain are developed in this 

thesis using an area metric that measures the degree of similarity, or distinction, between 

ships’ tracks using the area between ships’ tracks. A modified k-means algorithm is 

applied to the areas calculated between ships tracks to extract sea lanes and classify these 

ships’ tracks into sea lanes. Bayes’ theorem of conditional probabilities is used to 

calculate the probability of ship tracks being in different sea lanes. Two types of anomaly 

detection are examined in this thesis. Ships not sailing in standard sea lanes are detected 

using Bayes’ theorem, and ships following one another are detected using user-defined 

thresholds on the minimum area between sea tracks. The development of the metric that 

compares ships’ track data using area is the most significant result of this thesis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the modern world, most trade is done through maritime shipping, and its security 

is considered paramount for continued and uninterrupted sea lane transportation. More than 

80 percent of global trade is transported through maritime shipping [1]. Territorial waters 

are mostly guarded by regional security forces including coast guards and respective 

navies, but in open seas and oceans, maritime traffic is mostly unguarded and vulnerable; 

thus, the need for an automated monitoring system of global maritime traffic to improve 

maritime security is essential.  

The International Maritime Organization (IMO), a specialized agency of the United 

Nations, has been mandated to regulate shipping [1]. In 2002, the IMO decided that all 

ships over 300 tons and all passenger vessels must be fitted with Automatic Identification 

System (AIS) transceivers to improve security in the maritime environment [2]. AIS allows 

all vessels in territorial waters to see other ships’ identifiers and kinematic data including 

their names, types, identifiers, destinations, locations, headings, speed, etc. Different 

hardware and software are available onboard ships to graphically represent the maritime 

picture using received AIS data, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

A Typical AIS Display. Source: [3]. 
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The same AIS data is used to track and predict ships’ future positions by maritime 

security organizations. Due to the huge volume of maritime traffic, manual monitoring for 

detecting anomalies is very challenging. Development of an automatic monitoring and 

anomaly detection system for the maritime domain will not only help to efficiently allocate 

limited human and material resources but will also help to improve the security of life and 

ships at sea. Early detection of anomalies, if determined to be nefarious, may also foster 

timely reactions and avoid mishaps or accidents.  

A. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this work is to explore methods of defining sea lanes using position 

data of maritime traffic similar to AIS, sorting and classifying maritime traffic into 

different sea lanes using algorithms that are not sensitive to the frequency of position data 

points. In need of a metric or distance function to measure the degree of similarity or 

distinction between two ships’ tracks, we chose the geographical area defined by the two 

tracks with a simple method of closing the area on the ends. This metric is fundamental to 

this work. Using this metric, we classify ships into sea lanes, detect ships exhibiting 

anomalous behavior when not following standard sea lanes, and detect ships following one 

another in a specific sea lane. 

B. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Much work has already been done in the field of Maritime Domain Awareness 

(MDA) in general and anomaly detection in MDA in particular. This literature review 

sheds light onto some of the related work. We have tried to fill in the gaps of these works 

by adapting a slightly different approach of problem solving.  

Bayesian statistics are used in [4] to indicate five different anomalous ship 

behaviors. The overall probability of exhibiting anomalous behavior is computed through 

individual probabilities of each type of anomaly using a Bayesian networks.  

Information regarding normal patterns of maritime traffic is extracted using an 

adaptive mixture based neural network, which is then used for outlier detection in [5]. 

Training data of maritime traffic is used to estimate the parameters of the multidimensional 
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probability density function (PDF), which is representative of a subnetwork in the neural 

network.  

The kernel density estimator (KDE) and Gaussian mixture model (GMM) are used 

for anomaly detection in the maritime domain, and their individual performances are 

compared in [6]. Historical AIS data is used to train both the models and estimate the PDF 

of each sea lane, which are used for outlier detection.  

In [7], positional report data of maritime traffic from various sensors (AIS, GPS, 

radar, etc.) are preprocessed for synchronization and classified into ships’ tracks using a 

fuzzy k-nearest neighbor algorithm. Future position of ships’ tracks is predicted through a 

Kalman Filter, where parameters of the filter are estimated using the Echo State Network 

(ESN).  

The Hough Transformation is used with AIS data in [8] to extract a normal linear 

traffic pattern to generate normal sea lanes. The sea lanes are then split into sections, and 

a normal distribution is fit to these sections to find anomalous behavior of the vessels. 

In [9], maritime traffic in a particular area is spatially clustered using k-means 

clustering. These clusters are then temporally analyzed to determine the kinematics of 

clusters as well as the change of clusters with time.  

C. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 

A background discussion of the concept of MDA and its need in our present world, 

different types of anomalies existing in the maritime domain, and k-means clustering and 

data preprocessing are discussed in Chapter II. The metric using the geographical area 

between sea lanes and ships’ tracks, using this metric to define sea lanes, classifying ships 

into sea lanes, and detecting anomalous behavior of ships, are discussed in Chapter III. 

Results and analysis of these algorithms are discussed in Chapter IV. A summary of the 

work performed and ideas for future work are provided in Chapter V. All the MATLAB 

code for implementing the algorithms discussed in this thesis are included in the Appendix. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

The concept of MDA originates from the fact that maritime security is attained 

through development of effective understanding of the events that are happening in the 

maritime domain [10], [11]. Development of a recognized maritime picture (RMP) by 

fusion of maritime data from various regional and international organizations and 

extracting actionable information from this RMP is the fundamental concept of MDA [12]. 

In a speech delivered in January 2002, President George W. Bush said, “The heart of the 

Maritime Domain Awareness program is accurate information, intelligence, surveillance, 

and reconnaissance of all vessels, cargo, and people extending well beyond our traditional 

maritime boundaries” [13]. Previously, the Department of Defense’s (DoD) focus in regard 

to MDA was primarily towards opposing navies; however, recently this focus has shifted 

more towards commercial and maritime threats due to commercial trade’s huge 

dependency on sea routes, increased piracy, and proliferation of weapons, all of which are 

paramount to national security [12], [14]. 

To gain a better understanding of the movement of vessels and to be able to 

automatically classify their movements as normal or abnormal behavior is a challenge. 

From a national security viewpoint, it is of particular interest to classify the outliers having 

suspicious or abnormal behavior out at sea. Using AIS installed on ships, we can now 

analyze the movements of vessels at sea; however, considering the amount of traffic at sea, 

automated analysis of vessel behavior seems to be the only way forward. 

A. CONCEPT OF MARITIME DOMAIN AWARENESS 

MDA is described as “the effective understanding of anything associated with the 

global maritime domain that could impact the security, safety, economy, or environment 

of a nation” [10]. In the past two decades, the primary focus has been towards terrorism, 

piracy, drug trafficking, illegal arms and ammunitions transport, smuggling, and illegal 

migration in the maritime domain [13].  

In 2007, Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Michael Mullen signed a 

memorandum which provided an outline for the fleet MDA concept of operations 
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(CONOPS) in association with external MDA efforts [15]. In the course of implementing 

these guidelines, much work has already been done. Nevertheless, there is still much work 

to be done in this field. Because of a significant increase in maritime traffic, ever increasing 

dependence of commercial trade on the maritime domain, and a paradigm shift in the global 

security situation, there is now an even more urgent need to undertake autonomous MDA. 

This involves collecting massive amounts of global maritime data from various sources 

and agencies followed by synchronization and analysis of the data to discriminate between 

‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ behaviors [13]. 

B. ANOMALY DETECTION 

An anomaly is sometimes referred to as ‘abnormal’ behavior and, in the literature, 

is also termed as “unusual” or “an outlier” [16]. In the maritime domain literature, there 

are different definitions for abnormal behavior [16]. Herein, abnormal ship movement is 

taken to mean movement of ships which are unlikely compared to most maritime traffic. 

Anomaly detection is a stepwise process in which the first step is to define normalcy 

or standard behavior based on some past data. The next step is to compare each vessel’s 

present data with the pre-defined normalcy standards, followed by identifying anomalies. 

In the maritime domain, there can be several different types of anomalies. For instance, a 

stationary ship in the middle of a sea lane where most of the ships are moving may appear 

as an anomaly. The stationary ship, however, could be a survey vessel performing a seabed 

survey or a dredging vessel. Similarly, putting a lower or upper threshold on the speed of 

vessel for anomaly detection may classify slow-moving towing vessels or high-speed boats 

as being anomalous. Because several different types of simultaneous anomalies will always 

exist in the maritime domain, they need to be distinguished by different classifiers. The 

final goal is to compile and analyze the output of all the anomaly classifiers for subsequent 

generation of automated alerts, followed by human intervention, if necessary. 

Much work has already been done in this field, and this thesis is intended to improve 

the ongoing research. Automated anomaly detection is believed to improve and enhance 

early warning, situational awareness, manpower usage, and decision support systems with 

less human intervention. 
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Anomaly detection is a very generic term broadly referred to as ‘abnormality 

detection’ in the maritime domain. In most cases, these abnormalities or anomalies are 

related to the kinematics of a vessel and may be further classified into various types. 

Different types of anomalies in the maritime domain are shown in Figure 2. 

 

 Types of Anomalies. Source: [16]. 

To detect each type of anomaly, there may be different algorithms and techniques, 

and it is very likely that a specific type of anomaly detection technique may work well for 

one but not so well for another. To obtain the most useful results, we use specific algorithms 

based on the type of anomaly. For the scope of this thesis, we restrict ourselves to anomalies 

where a vessel is not following a sea lane and where two or more ships are following one 

another. 

The process of anomaly detection in the maritime domain mostly involves finding 

the outliers, which is typically depicted by abnormal movements during a ship’s voyage. 
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While most maritime traffic shows normal behavior, careful analysis of the vessels’ 

behavior may be used to find abnormal or anomalous behavior. During the past few 

decades, machine learning has been heavily used in the research for finding outliers and 

abnormal behavior. Machine learning employs various algorithms depending the 

application and data availability.  

Machine learning can be broadly classified as supervised or unsupervised machine 

learning. Supervised learning is a machine learning approach for determining a function 

from labeled training data. It examines the training data and derives a classifier, which can 

be used for mapping new examples. Some of the most common supervised learning 

algorithms are neural networks, support vector machines, and random forests. In 

unsupervised learning, labeled data is not available, and this approach learns about the 

hidden structure from input data. Depending on the application, various unsupervised 

learning approaches may be employed including clustering, Gaussian mixture models, and 

hidden Markov models [17]. 

C. AIS DATA 

The Automatic Identification System, or AIS, is a maritime navigation safety 

communication standard from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) adopted 

by the International Maritime Organization (IMO). It provides a vessel’s identity, type, 

position, speed, course, destination, and navigational status automatically to shore stations 

and other vessels using the maritime Very High Frequency (VHF) band [18]. AIS is now 

required by IMO regulations on all passenger vessels of more than 150 gross tons 

displacement or registered to carry more than 150 passengers, all tankers, all vessels of 

more than 300 gross tons displacement, and all self-propelled boats over 65 feet in length 

[2], [18].  

There are 27 different types of messages [19] that can be transmitted by AIS 

transceivers every two to ten seconds by ships at an estimated isotropic power level of 12.5 

W [20]. For this thesis, we are using synthetic data similar to position report AIS message 

data. 
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D. PREPROCESSING OF DATA 

Classification of ships into sea lanes and anomaly detection algorithms used in this 

thesis rely on consistent position data of ships. Although AIS could be used for this thesis, 

this poses a challenge of dealing with inconsistencies, including when any ship stops 

sending its location data, perhaps because of illicit activities, power outage, etc[9].. To 

mitigate this challenge, we use synthetic position data in the Cartesian coordinate system, 

and the use of actual AIS data is left for future work. Each data point may be considered 

similar to geodetic data of ships, which is obtained through AIS transmissions from each 

vessel. Since we are only using the position and time data, other fields of AIS data are not 

discussed in this thesis and are left for future study. 

E. K-MEANS CLUSTERING 

In this thesis, we use the k-means clustering algorithm, which is one type of 

unsupervised machine learning algorithm, for anomaly detection in the maritime domain. 

In this algorithm, all the observations are clustered into one of k  clusters. The observations 

are clustered such that they belong to the cluster to which they have the greatest similarity. 

This is determined by proximity to the closest or nearest cluster center. The cluster center 

or centroid is the mean of the cluster members; hence, the mean serves as the defining 

factor of that cluster.  

The k-mean algorithm assigns a set of n  observations ( )=i 1 2 3 nx x ,x ,x ....x  into 

separate sets jc  of k clusters { }1 2 3, , ....j kc c c c c= , where each jc  is represented by a mean 

or centroid jμ [21]. The k-means clustering algorithm starts by selecting k  centroids 

which, for our implementation, are randomly selected from the data. The flowchart for the 

algorithm is shown in Figure 3. 
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 k-means Clustering Algorithm Flowchart 
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As shown in Figure 3, the algorithm iterates between the following steps: 

1. Perform Cluster Assignment

Each of the n  observations is assigned to one of the k  clusters based on the 

minimum-squared Euclidian distance from centroid of each cluster jμ to the observation. 

2. Update the Centroid

Each centroid jμ  is updated as the observations assigned to each cluster ic changes 

based on step 1 and is represented as 

1

1 cjN

icjN =

= ∑j iμ x (1) 

where the ix are the members of cluster j , and cjN  is the number of observations in the 

cluster j . The same process is repeated in a loop multiple times, and the centroids change 

their location during each step until the centroids no longer move. The algorithm tries to 

minimize the objective function, which in this case is a squared-error function. The 

objective function is [9], [21] 

2

1  
arg min

i j

k

c
j x c

J
= ∈

= ∑ ∑ i jx -μ , (2) 

where 
2

i jx -μ is the Euclidian distance between ix and the centroid of cluster j . 

The k-means algorithm is very sensitive to initially selected centroids, which in 

most cases are selected randomly and may, therefore, give a local objective minimum 

rather than a global minimum. This may be avoided by reiterating the algorithm various 

times. 

In a very basic example of the k-means algorithm, seven individual data points 

having two variable scores A  and B , shown in Table 1 and Figure 4, are to be grouped 

into two clusters. 
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Table 1.  Data Points to be Grouped Using k-means Algorithm 

Data Points Score A  Score B  

1 1.0 1.1 

2 1.4 2.1 

3 3.1 4.1 

4 5.0 7.0 

5 3.4 5.0 

6 4.4 5.1 

7 3.6 4.6 

  

 Data Points of Individual Scores 

As the first step, two centroids are selected from the dataset. Commonly, the most 

distant points are chosen as centroids (in this case, (1.0, 1.1) and (5.0, 7.0), as shown in 

-2 0 2 4 6 8 10
-2

0

2

4

6

8

10

Individual data points
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Figure 5 and Table 2), and all the individuals are put into either of the two clusters based 

on the square of the Euclidian distance. 

  

 Data Points with Initially Selected Centroids 

Table 2. Centroids of Data Points 

 Data Points  Centroid 

Cluster 1 1 (1.0,1.1) 

Cluster 2 4 (5.0,7.0) 

 

The remaining data points are then clustered into either of these two clusters based 

on their Euclidian distance from each centroid, and the centroid is also re-calculated each 

time a new data point is added to that cluster, as shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Data Points with New Centroids 

 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Step Number Data Points  New Centroid  Data Points  New Centroid  

1 1 (1.0,1.1) 4 (5.0,7.0) 

2 1,2 (1.2,1.6) 4 (5.0,7.0) 

3 1,2,3 (1.8,2.4) 4 (5.0,7.0) 

4 1,2,3 (1.8,2.4) 4,5 (4.2,6.0) 

5 1,2,3 (1.8,2.4) 4,5,6 (4.2,5.7) 

6 1,2,3 (1.8,2.4) 4,5,6,7 (4.1,5.4) 

 

Since all the calculations are based upon the initial selection of the centroids, we 

need to recheck each data point to ensure it has been clustered in the right one. To 

accomplish this, we compare the Euclidian distance of each data point with both centroids, 

as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Euclidian Distance of Each Data Point from Centroid 

Data Point Euclidian Distance from 
centroid of cluster 1 

Euclidian Distance from 
centroid of cluster 2 

1 1.5 5.3 

2 0.5 4.2 

3 2.1 1.6 

4 5.6 1.8 

5 3.0 0.8 

6 3.7 0.42 

7 2.84 0.9 

 

Since data point 3 has minimum Euclidian distance from the centroid of cluster 2 

rather than the centroid of cluster 1, it is clustered into cluster 2, and the centroid of cluster 

2 is also updated. The final clusters are shown in Table 5 and Figure 6. 
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Table 5. Final Clusters Using k-means Algorithm 

Data points  Centroid 

Cluster 1 1,2 (1.8,2.4) 

Cluster 2 3,4,5,6,7 (3.9,5.1) 

Final Clusters Using k-means Algorithm 
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III. ALGORITHMS AND METHODS FOR CLASSIFICATION 
AND ANOMALY DETECTION 

In this thesis, we analyze the problem of anomaly detection in MDA unlike the way 

most previous research has been done. Most of the previous work quantifies the difference 

between two tracks using Euclidian distance between position reports [9], [22]. As we show 

herein, this is suboptimal because we desire a distance metric that is zero when comparing 

two identical paths. Two ships may transmit different position reports even though they are 

underway on the exact same path. This scenario is presented in Figure 6, in which two 

ships transmit two different positional reports even though they are travelling on the exact 

same path. We suggest that the best metrics and algorithms will recognize the paths of 

these two ships as identical. Unfortunately, this is not true in the research in the literature 

to date [9], [22], [23]. 

 

 Positional Reports of Two Ships on Same Path 

Since most of the machine learning algorithms and techniques used to classify 

ships’ tracks into sea lanes, as well as anomaly detection, are data sensitive, both the 
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positional report sets shown in Figure 7, being very different from one another, yield 

different results even though they belong to the same straight line representing a sea lane. 

For this reason, in this thesis we aim to find a way to classify ships tracks into sea lanes 

and for anomaly detection that is not data sensitive. We designed a metric for comparing 

tracks that is much less sensitive to the specific location points and indeed measures the 

two superimposed tracks depicted in Figure 7 as identical, as desired. We devised an 

algorithm to calculate the geographical area between ships’ tracks and use that area 

information to compare two tracks, define sea lanes, classify ships into sea lanes, and to 

identify anomalous behavior. 

A. AREA METRIC 

In this thesis, we design an area metric or distance function that defines the distance 

between each pair of elements of different ships’ tracks by calculating the geographical 

area between them. By definition, a metric on a set X  is a distance function, such that 

[24], [25]: 

 :d X X +× → ,  (3) 

where +  is the set of non-negative real numbers, and for all X∈x,y, z , the following 

conditions are satisfied: 

  ( ) 0d ≥x,y , (4) 

 ( ) 0d = ⇔ =x,y x y , (5) 

 ( ) ( )d d=x,y y,x , (6) 

and 

 ( ) ( ) ( )d d d≤ +x, z x,y y, z . (7) 

In this thesis, we calculate geographical area between two ships’ tracks using the 

area calculation algorithm, which is discussed in detail in the ensuing paragraphs, and we 
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refer to this area as the “area metric.” We represent a ship’s track t  as a 2 N×  matrix as:

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

...

...
N

N

x x x x x
y y y y y
 

=  
 

t (8) 

where each column indicates a data point or position report of the ship’s track in temporal 

order.  

To compute the area metric, we find the geographical area between two ships’ 

tracks by the sum of triangular areas formed by the adjacent points of the sea lane and the 

ship’s track represented in Figure 8. 

Area between Sea Lane and Ship’s Track 

The area of each triangle, shown in Figure 8, is calculated separately using Heron’s formula 

[26] 

12 23 31Area = ( )( )( )s s d s d s d− − − (9) 

where 12 23 310.5( )s d d d= + +  and  12d  , 23d  and 31d are the Euclidian distances shown in 

Figure 9. 
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 A Triangle Represented by Three Points 

The Euclidian distance [27] between two points, illustrated in Figure 10, is 

 2 2
12 2 1 2 1( ) ( )d x x y y= − + −   (10) 

 

 Euclidian Distance d between Points P and Q 

The sum of all the triangular areas labeled A, B, C shown in Figure 8 gives the 

complete area between the sea lane and the vessel’s track. If the vessel stays close to the 

defined sea lane, the area is minimal, and in cases where either it stays far away from the 

sea lane or does haphazard movement, it has a large area with respect to the selected sea 

lane. This algorithm has an advantage over most of the previous research in this area 
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because the algorithm is not sensitive to the frequency of position reports of ships. 

Moreover, if two ships follow the same track but have different sets of position reports, as 

shown in Figure 7, they will have a zero area metric and, therefore, are classified as 

identical tracks.  

The same algorithm for area calculation can be used to calculate the area between 

any shape of sea lane and ship’s track. A graphical example of the area calculation is shown 

in Figure 11. The total area between the ship’s track and the sea lane is the sum of all 15 

triangular areas. 

 

 Area between Ship’s Track and Sea Lane 
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 Algorithm for Calculating Area Metric 

The algorithm is as follows: 

1. Initially two data points, one each from the sea lane and the ship’s track, are 

selected.  

2. Existence of crossover is checked each time before selecting a third data 

point. A crossover is illustrated using the purple six-pointed star in 

Figure 11.  

3. If no crossover exists, the third point is selected based on the minimum 

Euclidian distance from the mean of the initial data points of sea lane and 

ship’s track to form the triangular region for subsequent area calculation.  
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4. In the case where a crossover point exists before the next data points of 

either sea lane or ship’s track, as shown in Figure 13, the crossover point is 

calculated using  

  12 11 22 21
1 2

12 11 22 21

  ,   y y y ym m
x x x x

− −
= =

− −
,   (11) 

  1 11 1 11 2 21 2 21  ,  b y m x b y m x= − = − ,   (12) 

and 

  2 1
1 1

1 2

( , ) ,  c c c
b bx y m x b

m m
 −

= + − 
.   (13) 

The crossover point is then taken as the third point to complete the triangular 

area.  

 

 Crossover of a Sea Lane and a Ship’s Track 

5. After calculation of the first triangular area, the same process is repeated 

until all the triangular areas shown in Figure 11 are calculated and summed 

to yield the total area between the sea lane and the ship’s track.  
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B. DEFINING A SEA LANE USING AREA METRIC AND MODIFIED K-
MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

The sea lanes are defined in this thesis using historic data of ships’ tracks. The 

algorithm is inspired by the k-means clustering algorithm and is, therefore, referred to as the 

modified k-means clustering algorithm in this thesis. The k-means algorithm groups data into 

clusters based on their Euclidian distance from the mean of the cluster. In this thesis our 

modified k-means algorithm clusters ship’s tracks, which are sets of matrices based on their 

areas with respect to other sea lanes using the area metric discussed in Chapter III, Section A. 

The flowchart for defining sea lanes using historic ships’ track data is shown in Figure 14. The 

algorithm consists of the following steps. 

1. Determining Number of Sea Lanes to Be Defined 

For this thesis, we assume that we already know the number of sea lanes to be 

defined in a particular geographical area in the maritime domain and any technique for 

investigating the number of sea lanes is left for the future work. 

2. Finding Areas between Ships’ Tracks 

Using the area metric defined in Section A of this chapter, we find the area between 

each ship’s track and all the other tracks. Suppose we have n  number of ships’ tracks, we 

find the area between the first ship’s track and all the other ( 1)n−  tracks. A similar step is 

followed by changing the reference ship’s track and finding the area with respect to all the 

other ships’ tracks, giving a total of 0.5 ( 1)n n−  distinct areas. For the purpose of 

explanation, we set the number of ships’ tracks as 5n =  in a sea lane. So there are 

0.5 ( 1)n n− =10 distinct non-zero areas between ships’ tracks as shown in Table 6, and 

they are represented by ( , )i jd t t where {1,..,5}i j= ∈  and i j≠ . Notice that the area 

( , ) 0i jd =t t  when i j=  as the area of any ship’s track in reference to itself is zero, 

satisfying (5). Also notice that ( , ) ( , )x y y xd d=t t t t  as the area between two ships’ tracks is 

always equal, satisfying (6). 
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 Flowchart for Defining Sea Lane from Ships’ Tracks 
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Table 6. Example of Areas between Ships’ Tracks (in 2NM ) 

 Track 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 Track 5 

1( , )id t t   2( , )id t t  3( , )id t t  4( , )id t t  5( , )id t t  

Track 1 
1( , )jd t t   0 5 7 2 3 

Track 2 
2( , )jd t t   5 0 6 3 4 

Track 3 
3( , )jd t t   7 6 0 4 6 

Track 4 
4( , )jd t t  2 3 4 0 7 

Track 5 
5( , )jd t t   3 4 6 7 0 

 

3. Clustering the Ships’ Tracks Using Modified k-Means Algorithm 

These areas are then clustered into k sea lanes, which we are interested in 

determining. In this thesis, we are not using the actual k-means algorithm as discussed in 

the previous chapter since the ships’ tracks are matrices, and each area with respect to 

another ship’s tracks is a scalar quantity. Following are the steps involved in our algorithm. 

For example and explanation purposes, we cluster 5n =  ships’ tracks into 2k =  sea lanes 

in the following steps: 

1. Since we have already calculated area ( , )i jd t t  for all ships’ track pairs, as 

shown in Table 6, we pick two reference tracks at a time and take the area 

between these two tracks and all the other tracks, i.e., ( , )i jd t t where 

{1,2}i∈  and {1,..,5}j∈ . 

2. Assign each ship’s track to a cluster (sea lane), which yields minimum area 

( , )min i i jd  t t , with respect to the two reference tracks. Cluster 

assignment for the first two reference ships’ tracks are shown in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Cluster Assignment Based on Minimum Area Metric 

Track 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 Track 5 

1( , )id t t 2( , )id t t  3( , )id t t 4( , )id t t  5( , )id t t
Reference 
Track 1 

1( , )jd t t  0 5 7 2 3 

Reference 
Track 2 

2( , )jd t t 5 0 6 3 4 

Cluster Assignment 
based on minimum 
area metric 

1 2 2 1 1 

Smallest area metric 
( , )min i i jd  t t

0 0 6 2 3 

Sum of smallest area metrics 
5

1
( , )min i i j

j
s d

=

 =  ∑ t t
11 

3. Take the sum of minimum areas
5

1
( , )min i i j

j
s d

=

 =  ∑ t t  as shown in Table

7 and store it in memory with the cluster assignment of ships’ tracks. 

4. Repeat steps 1–3 for all possible combinations of reference tracks. Using

the binomial coefficient, we have a total of ten distinct combinations of

reference ships’ tracks,

!( , )
! ( )!

nC n r
r n r

=
⋅ −

(14) 

where 5n =  and 2r =  in this example. For each combination of reference 

tracks, we record the corresponding values of the sum of minimum areas s

in a matrix S  such that [ ]1 2 3 10, , ,...S s s s s=  and the cluster assignments of

ships’ tracks. 
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5. The cluster corresponding to the smallest value of the sum of the minimum 

areas, i.e., mins S∈ such that ,s q q S≤ ∀ ∈ , is the best cluster for the ships’ 

tracks.  

6. Based on these clusters, we average the ships’ tracks in each cluster, and 

this average defines the sea lane. 

7. For this thesis, we assumed that all the ships’ tracks have the same number 

of data points, making the process of averaging relatively simple. If actual 

AIS data is used, the process of averaging the ships’ tracks might be a 

challenge given that all ship’s tracks have a different number of data points. 

For this thesis, we did not take this problem into account and have left this 

as future work.  

C. CLASSIFICATION OF SHIPS’ TRACKS BY SEA LANE 

Classification of ships’ tracks by sea lane is an important part of MDA and provides 

an insightful perspective on the anomaly detection problem. In this thesis, we classify ships 

by sea lane using the area calculation algorithm already discussed and then apply other 

techniques to the areas of each ship’s track with respect to each sea lane. These techniques 

are discussed in the following sections. 

1. User-Defined Threshold 

Ships’ tracks can be classified into different sea lanes based on a user-defined 

threshold for their respective areas with different sea lanes. These area thresholds may be 

different for each sea lane or sections of sea lane depending on their geographical location. 

For example, they may be small for littoral waters where ships normally tend to stay close 

to the respective sea lanes or may be large for open sea as they may deviate considerably 

from sea lanes based on navigational situations. 
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2. The Modified k-means Clustering Algorithm

The modified k-means algorithm defined in the previous section can also be used 

to classify ships into sea lanes using their areas with respect to each sea lane. A flowchart 

for classifying ships’ tracks into known sea lanes is shown in Figure 15. 

Flowchart for Classifying Ships’ Tracks into Sea Lanes 

The algorithm consists of the following steps: 

1. As we have already described the algorithm for defining sea lanes in

Chapter III, Section B, for this section we assume that we know the sea

lanes. We calculate the area metric between each sea lane and each ship’s
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track. If there are two sea lanes, i.e., {1,2}i∈  and five ships’ tracks, i.e., 

{1,2,..,5}j∈ , the number of total area metric values, ( , )i jd s t , is ten.  

2. Assign each ship’s track to a cluster (sea lane) that has minimum area 

( , )min i i jd  t t  between itself and sea lane. The sea lane can be considered 

as a centroid of the cluster, and the area between sea lane and a ship’s track 

is analogous to the Euclidian distance between the centroid and data points 

in the conventional k-means algorithm. 

3. Bayes’ Theorem 

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, the areas of all the ships’ tracks are calculated 

with each sea lane and then, using a modified k-means algorithm, these ships’ tracks are 

classified by sea lane. Here we use the same classification information from Chapter III, 

Section C, and Subsection 2. Then using Bayes’ theorem, we find the conditional 

probability of being in a specific sea lane given the areas with respect to all the sea lanes. 

Bayes’ theorem states that the probability of event A  given that event B  has occurred is 

[28] 

 ( ) ( )
( )

P
P |

P
AB

A B
B

=  , (15) 

where ( )P |A B  is the conditional probability of A  given B , ( )P B  is the probability of 

B , and ( )P AB  is the joint probability of A  and B . This can also be graphically 

illustrated in the form of a Venn diagram as shown in Figure 16. 
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Venn Diagram for Bayes’ Probabilities Theorem 

The joint probability can, therefore, be expressed as 

P( ) P( | ) Pr( ) P( | ) Pr( )AB A B B B A A= = . (16) 

Hence, one conditional probability can be computed from another using [12] 

P( | ) P( )P( | )
P( )

B A AA B
B

= . (17) 

For the purpose of illustration, consider two events A  and B , where event A

means the ship is in sea lane A  and event B  means the ship is in sea lane B . For this 

thesis, we assume A  and B  are exhaustive, i.e., P( ) 1A B∪ = , and mutually exclusive, 

i.e., P( ) 0AB = . This means that a ship belongs to either of the sea lanes A or B  but not

both. The area metric of a ship’s track with respect to sea lanes A  and B  is represented 

by continuous random variables X  and Y  where they may take on any non-negative real 

value. Bayes’ theorem for continuous random variables X , Y , and an event A  is 

represented as [28] 

( ), |

,

, P( )
P( | , )

( , )
X Y A

X Y

f x y A
A X x Y y

f x y
= = =  , (18) 
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where ( ), | ,X Y Af x y is the conditional probability density function (PDF) for the area metric 

of ships’ tracks with respect to both sea lanes given that the track is in sea lane A  and 

, ( , )X Yf x y  is the joint PDF for ships’ tracks. We then use the Law of Total Probability [28] 

to evaluate 

 , ,  | ,  | ( , )  ( , )P( ) + ( , )P( )X Y X Y A X Y Bf x y f x y A f x y B= .  (19) 

Substituting (19) into (18) yields the conditional probabilities of event (sea lane) A  and 

sea lane B , given ships’ track area metrics: 

 ,  | A

,  | ,  | 

( , )P( )
P( | , )

( , )P( ) + ( , )P( )
X Y

X Y A X Y B

f x y A
A X x Y y

f x y A f x y B
= = = , (20) 

 ,  | 

,  | ,  | 

( , )P( )
P( | , )

( , )P( ) + ( , )P( )
X Y B

X Y A X Y B

f x y B
B X x Y y

f x y A f x y B
= = =  . (21) 

As the area metric of any ship’s track with respect to a sea lane is a continuous random 

variable, in cases where more than one sea lane exists, the area metrics of a ship’s track 

forms a set of continuous random variables with each random variable equal to the area 

metric with respect to a particular sea lane. Since we assumed two sea lanes ( A and B ) in 

a particular maritime area, each ship’s track has two random variables, X and Y . The 

random variables X  and Y , being area metrics of a specific ship’s track with respect to 

sea lanes A  and B , respectively, can each take on any non-negative real value.  

In this thesis, for convenience we assume the area metrics of any ship’s track with 

respect to sea lanes A  and B  (i.e., random variables X and Y ) are independent Gaussian 

random variables with 20, )( X XX N µ σ≠  and 20, )( Y YY N µ σ≠ . The assumption that 

X and Y  are Gaussian random variables is made for simplicity. In reality, the area metric 

between ships’ tracks can never be negative, thus X and Y  are not actually Gaussian 

random variables. The random variables X and Y  could be modeled with other 

distribution types, e.g., lognormal or Poisson distribution. Nonetheless, this is left for future 

work.  
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In order to determine the probability of a ship’s track being in sea lane A  or sea 

lane B  we must calculate the conditional PDFs of the area metrics given sea lane A and 

sea lane B ; i.e., ( ), | ,X Y Af x y and ( ), | ,X Y Bf x y . The expressions for these PDFs are

2 2

| |
, |

| | | |

1( , ) exp 0.5 X A Y A
X Y A

X A Y A X A Y A

x y
f x y

µ µ
πσ σ σ σ

     − −  = − +             
 (22) 

and 

2 2

| |
, |

| | | |

1( , ) exp 0.5 X B Y B
X Y B

X B Y B X B Y B

x y
f x y

µ µ
πσ σ σ σ

     − −  = − +             
 (23) 

where |X Aµ  , |X Bµ , |Y Aµ , and |Y Bµ  are conditional means of random variables X and Y , 

respectively, and |X Aσ , |X Bσ , |Y Aσ , and |Y Aσ  are conditional standard deviations. These 

parameters may be estimated from a historic training dataset of ships’ tracks in a particular 

area after classification into sea lanes using a technique such as the one discussed in 

Chapter III, Section C, and Subsection 1 and 2. For conditional PDF ( ), | ,X Y Af x y , we set

| 0X Aµ =  for convenience as all the ships’ tracks belonging to sea lane A  have a small area 

metric with respect to sea lane A . Similarly for ( ), | ,X Y Bf x y , we set | 0Y Bµ = . We also 

needed to multiply the conditional PDFs in (22) and (23) by a factor of two because area 

metrics X  and Y  are assumed to be non-negative values, which reduces the area under the 

zero mean normal PDF by one half. Finally, the posterior probability of each ship’s track 

being in sea lane A  and sea lane B may be found using (20) and (21). Based on these 

conditional probabilities, we can classify ships’ tracks into different sea lanes. The PDF 

for ships’ tracks , ( , )X Yf x y  are shown in Figures 17 and 18 and are comprised of the two 

conditional PDF curves ,  | ( , )X Y Af x y  and ,  | ( , )X Y Bf x y . 
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 PDF for Ships’ Tracks , ( , )X Yf x y —Side View 

 

 PDF for Ships’ Tracks , ( , )X Yf x y —Top View 
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D. ANOMALY DETECTION USING AREA METRIC 

Anomaly detection is a very broad term, including many scenarios and situations 

as discussed in the previous chapter. For this thesis, we have tried to detect the following 

two types of anomalies: 

1. Detection of outliers in standard sea lanes.

2. Detection of groups of ships following or paralleling in a sea lane.

The aforementioned anomalies may be detected using concepts based on those we have 

discussed for classifying ships’ tracks into sea lanes. To do so, we first find the area 

between ships’ tracks and sea lanes using the herein-developed area metric algorithm and 

then apply the modified k -means algorithm or a user-defined threshold.  

1. Detecting Outliers in Standard Sea Lanes

We discussed the method of identifying sea lanes in Section B of this chapter. The 

maritime traffic in a specific sea lane normally stays close to the defined sea lane, and 

tracks of those ships have a small area with respect to the sea lane. In cases where a ship 

deviates from a standard sea lane, the area with respect to that specific sea lane will start 

to increase, and the probability of being in that specific sea lane is less.  

For outlier detection, we divide the maritime domain into relatively small 

geographical areas and identify the numbers of sea lanes in that specific area. Based on the 

historic data of all the sea lanes in that defined area, we calculate the probability of each 

ship being in each sea lane using Bayes’ theorem of conditional probabilities, as discussed 

in Section C of this chapter. Using these probabilities, we are able to extract information 

that is indicative of anomalous behavior. 

2. Detecting Group of Ships Following or Parallel in a Sea Lane

If two or more ships are following one another or paralleling each other over a 

significant period of time, that may be considered anomalous behavior. In this thesis, to 

identify these ships’ tracks we use a method similar to the one described in Section B of 
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this chapter. The phenomenon of detecting ships following each other in the maritime 

domain, however, not only requires analysis of the ships’ spatial track data but also their 

temporal track data. To account for this, we convert the time information of each ship’s 

track into distance information by multiplying by the speed of the ship. As a result, each 

ship’s track has a three-dimensional column matrix, i.e., [   ]X = x y t , where x  and y  are 

column vectors representing spatial locality of ship’s track and t  is the column vector 

representing its temporal locality in Greenwich Mean time (GMT) – 24-hour format 

converted to minutes. For example, if the time for the seventh position report is 0500, then 

7t = 300 minutes. To measure the similarity or distinction between ships’ tracks, we use 

the area metric defined in Section A of this chapter by taking into account spatial as well 

as temporal track data. The steps to be followed for finding the ships’ following one another 

are listed here and are also shown in a flowchart in Figure 19. 

1. We find the areas between the ships’ tracks using the area metric algorithm 

similar to one defined in Section A of this chapter. The only difference is 

that each ship’s track is represented by three column vectors instead of two. 

The Euclidian distance between different points of a ship’s track, required 

for calculating the area between ships’ tracks as shown in Figure 11, not 

only accounts for spatial locality but also for the temporal locality of the 

track.  

2. Next, we define a user-defined minimum area threshold thresholdA , which 

represents the upper limit of an anomaly. Any value of the area metric 

smaller than thresholdA  is considered anomalous, i.e., ships following one 

another.  

3. For this analysis, we use the concept of a sliding window of a specific 

number of data points for calculating the area metric between ships’ tracks. 

For example, we consider only the past 20 positional reports of all ships to 

calculate the area metric and, thus, identify ships following one another. 

The sliding window technique for position reports, however, may not work 
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well while using actual AIS data, since different ships transmit position 

reports with different frequencies (e.g., once every five minutes, once every 

minute, etc.). It may be worthwhile to explore other techniques of 

considering specific length (in nautical miles or time) for all ships’ tracks, 

but this is relegated to future work.  

Flowchart for Anomaly Detection—Ships Following 
One Another in a Sea Lane 
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The algorithms discussed in this chapter will work with vessels’ position report data 

obtained from different sensor, e.g., AIS, GPS, radar, etc. The algorithms are also less 

sensitive to the data inconsistencies, which is an important challenge being faced in the 

maritime domain. In this chapter, we discussed a method of defining sea lanes using 

historical ships’ track data and employing the modified k -means algorithm, and classified 

ships’ tracks into sea lanes using user-defined thresholds, a modified k -means algorithm, 

and the Bayes Theorem of conditional probabilities. We also discussed two approaches to 

detect anomalous vessel behavior in the maritime domain: ships not following any sea lanes 

and ships paralleling or following one another. All the aforementioned algorithms used an 

area metric algorithm between ships’ tracks to measure the similarity or distinction 

between ships’ tracks. 
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IV. RESULTS

The methods and algorithms discussed in Chapter III are implemented, verified, 

and the results analyzed in this chapter. As explained earlier, to clearly present the concept 

of this thesis, we work with synthetic data of ships’ tracks rather than actual AIS data. The 

synthetic data comprises ship’s track data in Cartesian coordinates instead of geographical 

coordinates. Implementation of this concept using actual AIS data is left for future work. 

All the concepts and algorithms of this thesis are implemented using the MATLAB 

programming language. 

A. GENERATING SHIP’S TRACK DATA 

For generating ships’ tracks, we first define an imaginary sea lane comprised of 

data points. These data points may or may not be equidistant. For the purpose of 

explanation, we define a straight sea lane, going from Point A to Point B , and comprising 

ten data points, as shown in Figure 20. 
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All the ships’ tracks in this sea lane are generated by adding colored random 

Gaussian noise to the sea lane data points. In Figure 21, we generated six ships’ tracks by 

adding different levels of noise to the sea lane. 

 

 Ships’ Tracks and a Sea Lane from Point A  to B  

B. AREA METRIC ALGORITHM BETWEEN SHIPS’ TRACKS AND SEA 
LANE 

The algorithm for calculating the area between a ship’s track and a sea lane is 

explained in Chapter III, Section A. The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB code, 

which is included in the Appendix. The area metric for the six ships’ tracks with respect to 

the sea lanes illustrated in Figure 21 are listed in Table 8. 
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Table 8.   Area of Ships’ Tracks with Respect to Sea Lane 

Area with respect to Sea Lane (in 2NM ) 

Ship 1 Track 47.53 

Ship 2 Track 57.17 

Ship 3 Track 536.54 

Ship 4 Track 146.21 

Ship 5 Track 2320.04 

Ship 6 Track 2184.52 

It is clear from Figure 21 that as ship tracks five and six strayed far away from the 

sea lane, they exhibit a very large area metrics, whereas ships which stayed closer to the 

sea lane (tracks one through four) exhibit comparatively smaller area metrics. This concept 

of finding areas between ships’ tracks and sea lanes forms the fundamental contribution of 

this thesis. 

C. DEFINING A SEA LANE USING AREA METRIC AND MODIFIED K-
MEANS ALGORITHM 

We defined sea lanes using historic data of ships’ tracks. The procedure for defining 

the sea lanes was defined in Chapter III, Section B. We start by generating data for ten 

different ships’ tracks in MATLAB. By visual inspection of Figure 22, it is clear that these 

ships’ tracks belong to two different sea lanes. We will try to classify these ships’ tracks 

into two different sea lanes A and B using the algorithm discussed earlier. 
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 Ships’ Tracks in Sea Lanes A  and B  

We start by calculating the area between each ship’s track and all the other ships’ 

tracks, i.e., ( , )i jd t t  where {1,..,10}i∈  and {1,..,10}j∈ , using the area calculation 

algorithm defined in Chapter III, Section A. As there are ten ship tracks, there are a total 

of 45 distinct areas between the ships’ tracks, as shown in Table 9.  

As we are classifying ten ships’ tracks into one of two sea lanes ( A or B ), using 

the modified k -means algorithm, therefore 2k = . We pick two reference ships’ tracks at 

a time and suppose these ships’ tracks to be sea lanes A  and B . We find the area metrics, 

( , )i jd t t  where {1,2}i∈  and {1,..,10}j∈ , of all the ships’ tracks with reference to two 

selected ships’ tracks. All the ships’ tracks are then assigned to either sea lane A  or B  

based on the minimum total area metric. To demonstrate this concept, we pick ship tracks 

one and two shown in Figure 22 and find the area metric of all the ships’ tracks with respect 

to both selected ships’ tracks. All the ships’ tracks are then assigned to either sea lane A  

or B , based on the smallest area metric, as shown in Table 10. We also keep a record of 

the sum of the smallest area metric corresponding to this sea lane assignment. 
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Table 9. Area Metric between Ships’ Tracks (in 2NM ) 

Area between Track 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 Track 5 Track 6 Track 7 Track 8 Track 9 Track 10 

1( , )id t t 2( , )id t t 3( , )id t t 4( , )id t t 5( , )id t t 6( , )id t t  7( , )id t t 8( , )id t t 9( , )id t t 10( , )id t t

Track 1 
1( , )jd t t  0 2.00 9.11 4.59 14.05 49.69 49.12 53.58 41.57 45.37 

Track 2 
2( , )jd t t 2.00 0 7.17 4.23 12.29 51.17 49.22 55.25 43.51 46.27 

Track 3 
3( , )jd t t  9.11 7.17 0 6.77 5.39 50.69 49.32 54.37 43.02 43.64 

Track 4 
4( , )jd t t 4.59 4.23 6.77 0 11.80 58.47 54.66 60.88 45.95 46.57 

Track 5 
5( , )jd t t  14.05 12.29 5.39 11.80 0 57.15 57.63 57.35 49.70 46.44 

Track 6 
6( , )jd t t 49.69 51.17 50.69 58.47 57.15 0 2.00 6.01 2.65 10.93 

Track 7 
7( , )jd t t 49.12 49.22 49.32 54.66 57.63 2.00 0 6.38 2.50 12.59 

Track 8 
8( , )jd t t  53.58 55.25 54.37 60.88 57.35 6.01 6.38 0 6.96 12.87 

Track 9 
9( , )jd t t 41.57 43.51 44.02 45.95 49.70 2.65 2.50 6.96 0 11.44 

Track 10 
10( , )jd t t   45.37 46.27 43.64 46.57 46.44 10.93 12.59 12.87 11.44 0 
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Table 10. Sea Lane Assignment Based on Minimum Area Metric 

 Track 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 Track 5 Track 6 Track 7 Track 8 Track 9 Track 10 

1( , )id t t  2( , )id t t  3( , )id t t  4( , )id t t  5( , )id t t  6( , )id t t  7( , )id t t  8( , )id t t  9( , )id t t  10( , )id t t  

Reference 
Track 1 1( , )jd t t   0 2.00 9.11 4.59 14.05 49.69 49.12 53.58 41.57 45.37 

Reference 
Track 2 2( , )jd t t   2.00 0 7.17 4.23 12.29 51.17 49.22 55.25 43.51 46.27 

Sea lane = A  
if  

1 2( , ) ( , )j jd d<t t t t  

otherwise B  

A   B    B  A  B  A  A  A  A  A  

Smallest area metric 
( )( , )min i i jd t t  

0 0 7.17 4.23 12.29 49.69 49.12 53.58 41.57 45.37 

Sum of smallest area metrics 
10

1
( , )min i i j

j
s d

=

 =  ∑ t t  
  263.02 
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Seven ships’ tracks are classified into sea lane A , whereas three ships’ tracks are classified into 

sea lane B , as shown in Table 10. The same process is followed for all 45 possible combinations 

of selecting two reference ships’ tracks. We now have 45 different classification models for all 

ships’ tracks, which are shown in Table 11. 

From Table 11, we observe that the smallest total area metric value, 47.22s = , corresponds 

to the classification of five ships’ tracks in sea lane A  and five ships’ tracks in sea lane B , which 

is the optimum classification of these ships’ tracks, as is also obvious from Figure 23. 
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Table 11. Classification of Ships’ Tracks into Sea Lanes Based on Minimum Value of s  (Sum of Smallest Area Metrics) 

Combination 
Number 

Sea Lanes 
(Reference 
Tracks) 

Classification of Tracks into Sea Lane A  or Sea Lane B   
s  Track 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 Track 5 Track 6 Track 7 Track 8 Track 9 Track 10 

1.  (1,2) A  B  B  A  B  A  A  A  A  A  263.02 
2.  (1,3) A  A  B  A  B  A  A  A  A  B  248.19 
3.  (1, 4) A  A  B  B  B  A  A  A  A  A  258.45 
4.  (1, 5) A  A  B  A  B  A  A  A  A  A  249.88 
5.  (1,6) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  51.30 
6.  (1, 7) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  53.25 
7.  (1, 8) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  61.96 
8.  (1, 9) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  53.31 
9.  (1,10) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  77.59 
10.  (2, 3) A  A  B  A  B  A  B  A  B  B  259.30 
11.  ( 2, 4) A  A  B  B  B  A  A  A  B  A  270.92 
12.  (2, 5) A  A  B  A  B  A  A  A  B  B  265.85 
13.  (2, 6) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  47.22 
14.  (2, 7) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  49.18 
15.  (2,8) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  57.88 
16.  (2, 9) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  49.24 
17.  (2, 10) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  73.52 
18.  (3, 4) B  B  A  B  A  A  A  A  B  A  263.31 
19.  (3, 5) A  A  A  A  B  A  A  A  A  A  272.46 
20.  (3, 6) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  50.01 
21.  (3, 7) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  51.96 
22.  (3, 8) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  60.67 
23.  (3, 9) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  52.03 
24.  (3, 10) A  A  A  A  A  B  B  B  B  B  76.31 
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Combination 
Number 

Sea Lanes 
(Reference 
Tracks) 

Classification of Tracks into Sea Lane A  or Sea Lane B
sTrack 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 Track 5 Track 6 Track 7 Track 8 Track 9 Track 10 

25. (4, 5) A A B A B A A B A B 275.43 
26. (4, 6) A A A A A B B B B B 48.94 
27. (4, 7) A A A A A B B B B B 50.90 
28. (4, 8) A A A A A B B B B B 59.61 
29. (4, 9) A A A A A B B B B B 50.96 
30. (4, 10) A A A A A B B B B B 75.24 
31. (5, 6) A A A A A B B B B B 65.10 
32. (5, 7) A A A A A B B B B B 67.06 
33. (5, 8) A A A A A B B B B B 75.77 
34. (5, 9) A A A A A B B B B B 67.12 
35. (5, 10) A A A A A B B B B B 91.40 
36. (6, 7) B B B B A A B A B A 278.92 
37. (6, 8) A A A A A A A B A A 282.74 
38. (6, 9) B B B B B A A A B A 242.68 
39. (6, 10) B B B B B A A A A B 238.95 
40. (7, 8) A A A A B A A B A A 276.81 
41. (7, 9) B B B B B A A A 2 B 243.60 
42. (7, 10) B B B B B A A A A B 239.20 
43. (8, 9) B B B B B B B A B B 240.38 
44. (8, 10) B B B B B A A A A B 247.66 
45. (9, 10) A A A A B A A A A B 232.63 
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Based on the classification of these ten ships’ tracks into sea lanes, we take the average of 

all ships’ tracks corresponding to one particular sea lane and find the data points or track 

for that sea lane. The two sea lanes found from this algorithm are shown in Figure 24. 

 

 Sea Lane A  and Sea Lane B  formed by Averaging Tracks 
Belonging to these Sea Lanes 

D. CLASSIFICATION OF SHIPS’ TRACKS INTO SEA LANES USING 
AREA METRIC ALGORITHM 

For this section, we assume that we have already found the sea lanes in which the 

ships’ tracks are to be classified. In Chapter III, Section C, we described three different 

ways of classifying ships’ tracks into sea lanes. Results from these algorithms are as 

follows. 
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1. User-Defined Threshold

Using this algorithm, ships’ tracks are classified into different sea lanes based on a 

user-defined threshold for the area metric with respect to each sea lane. We defined two 

sea lanes (sea lanes A  and B ) and ten different ships’ tracks, as shown in Figure 25. 

Sea Lanes A  and B  with Ships’ Tracks 

First we find the area metric of all the ships’ tracks with respect to each of the sea 

lanes using the area metric algorithm. For each sea lane, we defined an area threshold value. 

If the area of any of the ten ships’ tracks is less than the threshold value, the ships’ track is 

classified as being in that sea lane. For sea lane A , we described the threshold value ATh =  

20, and for sea lane B, we defined the threshold value BTh =15. The threshold values could 

be different based on the region in maritime domain, e.g., in territorial waters we may 
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choose a smaller value for the threshold compared to the threshold value for open ocean as 

vessels are spaced closer in territorial waters than open ocean. The result of the 

classification of ten ships tracks into two sea lanes using this technique is shown in 

Table 12. 

Table 12. Classification of Ships’ Tracks into Sea Lanes Using 
a User-Defined Threshold 

Area of ships’ tracks 
with Sea Lane A 

( , )A jd s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Area of ships’ tracks 
with Sea Lane B 

( , )B jd s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Classification 
A  if ( , )A jd s t ≤  ATh =20 

B  if ( , )B jd s t ≤  BTh =15 

Ship Track 1 1.04 48.75 A
Ship Track 2 3.29 47.76 A
Ship Track 3 3.89 59.66 A
Ship Track 4 2.65 47.90 A
Ship Track 5 13.77 49.73 A
Ship Track 6 49.24 0.64 B
Ship Track 7 50.05 0.68 B
Ship Track 8 46.26 1.93 B
Ship Track 9 52.87 16 None 
Ship Track 10 52.13 12.92 B

As this technique is dependent on the user-defined threshold for the area, if the area 

of a ship’s track with respect to each sea lane is greater than the threshold value of each 

sea lane, the ship’s track are not classified into any of the sea lanes. In Table 12, the areas 

of ship track nine with respect to sea lane A  and sea lane B  are greater than the respective 

threshold values of each sea lane; therefore, ship track nine is not classified into either of 

the sea lanes. 

2. The Modified k-means Clustering Algorithm

The algorithm for the classification of ships’ tracks by sea lane using the modified k-means 

algorithm is defined in Chapter III, Section C. In this section, we classify ten ships’ tracks 
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into one of two sea lanes using this algorithm. This algorithm classifies ships’ tracks into 

sea lanes yielding a minimum area metric. Ships’ tracks to be classified into sea lanes are 

shown in Figure 26, and their respective areas with respect to sea lane A  and sea lane B  

are given in Table 13.  

 

 Classifying Ships’ Tracks into Sea Lanes Using Modified k-means 
Algorithm 

It is clear from Figure 26 and Table 13 that the ships’ tracks closer to sea lane A  

have been classified as belonging to this sea lane, whereas ships’ tracks closer to sea lane 

B  have been classified as belonging to sea lane B . This is also valid for ship track six, 
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Table 13. Ships’ Classification into Sea Lanes Using Modified k-means 
Algorithm 

 Area of ships’ tracks 
with Sea Lane A  

( , )A jd s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Area of ships’ tracks 
with Sea Lane B  

( , )B jd s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Classification = A  
if ( , )A jd s t ≤  ( , )B jd s t  

Otherwise B  

Ship Track 1 0.68 49.26 A  

Ship Track 2 0.82 51.52 A  

Ship Track 3 7.25 55.29 A  

Ship Track 4 2.43 53.76 A  

Ship Track 5 9.17 37.22 A  

Ship Track 6 29.89 19.88 B  

Ship Track 7 49.72 2.77 B  

Ship Track 8 53.42 12.3 B  

Ship Track 9 47.96 3.87 B  

Ship Track 10 54.84 3.75 B  

 

3. Bayes’ Theorem 

This technique uses Bayes’ Theorem of conditional probability to classify ships’ 

tracks into sea lanes. For this section, we again assume that we are classifying ships’ tracks 

into one of two sea lanes. To explain this concept we present two cases using different 

training sets.  

a. Case 1 – Equal Standard Deviations for Both Sea Lanes. 

We start with a simple case in which the nine ships’ tracks represented in Figure 27 

are to be classified into sea lane A or sea lane B . The area metrics of all ships’ tracks with 

reference to both sea lanes are shown in Table 14. 
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 Ships’ Tracks and Two Sea Lanes 

Table 14. Area of Ships’ Tracks with Respect to Sea Lanes A and B  

 Area of Ships’ Tracks 
with Sea Lane A   

( , )A jd s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Area of Ships’ Tracks 
with Sea Lane B  

( , )B jd s t  

(in 2NM ) 
Ship Track 1 20 180 

Ship Track 2 40 160 

Ship Track 3 60 140 

Ship Track 4 80 120 

Ship Track 5 100 100 

Ship Track 6 120 80 

Ship Track 7 140 60 

Ship Track 8 160 40 

Ship Track 9 180 20 
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As explained in Chapter III, Section C, we estimate the conditional PDFs of the 

area metric for ships’ tracks from sea lane A , | ( , )X Y Af x y  and the conditional PDF of the 

area metric for ships’ tracks from sea lane B  , | ( , )X Y Bf x y  using (22) and (23). The 

parameters for computing these PDFs (e.g., means and standard deviations) are calculated 

from historic data of these sea lanes. For this section, we assume the values of these 

parameters, which are shown in Table 15. 

Table 15. Parameters of Conditional PDFs 

Parameters of PDFs Value 
Mean for area metric of ships’ track with respect to sea lane A  
given that track belongs to sea lane A  - |X Aµ  

0 

Mean for area metric of ships’ track with respect to sea lane A  
given that track belongs to sea lane B  - |X Bµ  

30 

Mean for area metric of ships’ track with respect to sea lane B  
given that track belongs to sea lane A  - |Y Aµ  

30 

Mean for area metric of ships’ track with respect to sea lane B  
given that track belongs to sea lane B  - |Y Bµ  

0 

Standard deviation for area metric of ships’ track with respect 
to sea lane A  given that track belongs to Sea lane A  - |X Aσ  

50 

Standard deviation for area metric of ships’ track with respect 
to sea lane A  given that track belongs to sea lane B  |X Bσ  

50 

Standard deviation for area metric of ships’ track with respect 
to sea lane B  given that track belongs to sea lane A  - |Y Aσ  

50 

Standard deviation for area metric of ships’ track with respect 
to sea lane B  given that track belongs to sea lane B  - |Y Bσ  

50 

 

Notice that all the conditional standard deviations are same, i.e., 50 for this case. 

We also assume that both the sea lanes are equally likely (i.e., both have equal prior 

probabilities ( ) ( ) 0.5P A P B= = ). We find the probability of ships’ tracks being in sea lane 

A  given the area metrics, i.e., ( | , )P A X x Y y= = , and the probability of ships’ tracks being 

in sea lane B  given the area metrics, i.e., ( | , )P B X x Y y= = , using (20) and (21). Results 

for these probabilities are shown in Table 16. It is clear from Figure 27 that ship track one 
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is very close to sea lane A  and, therefore, has a smaller area metric with respect to sea 

lane A , whereas it has largest area with respect to sea lane B . Consequently, the 

probability of ship track one being in sea lane A  is high (i.e., 0.87) as compared to its 

probability of being in sea lane B  (i.e., 0.13). Similarly, as ships’ tracks one through nine 

move away from sea lane A  and closer to sea lane B , their probability of being in sea 

lane A  also decreases, whereas the probability of their being in sea lane B increases. Also 

notice that in the case of ship track five where its area metric with respect to both the sea 

lanes is equal, its probability of being in both the sea lanes is equal, i.e., 0.5. As discussed 

earlier in Chapter III, Section C, the sea lanes A  and B  are exhaustive and mutually 

exclusive, which is clear from Table 16. 

Table 16. Probabilities of Sea Lane A  and Sea Lane B  Given Ships’ 
Track Areas 

 Area of 
Ships’ 

Tracks with 
Sea Lane 

A   
( , )A jx d= s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Area of 
Ships’ 

Tracks with 
Sea Lane 

B  
( , )B jy d= s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Probability of 
Ships’ Tracks 
being in Sea 

Lane A  
P( | , )A X x Y y= =  

Probability of Ships’ 
Tracks being in Sea 

Lane B  
P( | , )B X x Y y= =  

Ship Track 1 20 180 0.87 0.13 

Ship Track 2 40 160 0.81 0.19 

Ship Track 3 60 140 0.72 0.28 

Ship Track 4 80 120 0.61 0.39 

Ship Track 5 100 100 0.50 0.50 

Ship Track 6 120 80 0.39 0.61 

Ship Track 7 140 60 0.28 0.72 

Ship Track 8 160 40 0.19 0.81 
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From (22) and (23), it is obvious that the conditional PDFs ,  | A ( , )X Yf x y  and 

,  | ( , )X Y Bf x y  depend on the parameters (means and standard deviations) of ships’ tracks 

from training data. In this case, to explain the concept clearly, we chose ship’s track area 

metric means ( |X Aµ  and |X Bµ ) as well as their standard deviation ( |X Aσ , |X Bσ , |Y Aσ , and |Y Bσ

) as being equal. 

b. Case 2 - Different Standard Deviations for Both Sea Lanes 

For this case, we calculated the parameters of conditional PDFs used in (22) and 

(23), i.e., ships’ tracks area metric means ( |X Aµ  and |X Bµ ) as well as their standard 

deviations ( |X Aσ , |X Bσ , |Y Aσ , and |Y Bσ ) from training data of ships’ tracks in two sea lanes 

as shown in Figure 28.  
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The parameters to compute conditional PDFs of ships’ tracks are recorded in Table 

17. After obtaining the conditional PDFs’ parameters, we compute the probability of the 

nine ships’ tracks belonging to the test set, as shown in Figure 29. The probabilities of these 

ships’ tracks being in sea lane A  or sea lane B  are computed using (19) and (20) and are 

shown in Table 18. 

Table 17. Parameters of Conditional PDFs Computed from Training Data 

Parameters of PDFs Value 
Mean for area metric of ships’ track with respect to sea lane 
A  given that track belongs to sea lane A  - |X Aµ  

0 

Mean for area metric of ships’ track with respect to sea lane 
A  given that track belongs to sea lane B  - |X Bµ  

192.99 

Mean for area metric of ships’ track with respect to sea lane 
B  given that track belongs to sea lane A  - |Y Aµ  

197.01 

Mean for area metric of ships’ track with respect to sea lane 
B  given that track belongs to sea lane B  - |Y Bµ  

0 

Standard deviation for area metric of ships’ track with respect 
to sea lane A  given that track belongs to sea lane A  - |X Aσ  

12.76 

Standard deviation for area metric of ships’ track with respect 
to sea lane A  given that track belongs to sea lane B  |X Bσ  

6.31 

Standard deviation for area metric of ships’ track with respect 
to sea lane B  given that track belongs to sea lane A  - |Y Aσ  

5.96 

Standard deviation for area metric of ships’ track with respect 
to sea lane B  given that track belongs to sea lane B  - |Y Bσ  

26.22 
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 Test Data Set of Ships’ Tracks and Sea Lanes A  and B  

Notice that even though the area metric of the nine ships’ tracks with respect to sea 

lanes A  and B  in case 1 and case 2 are exactly the same, they have different probabilities 

of being in sea lanes A  and B , as shown in Tables 16 and 18. If we compare ship track 

five in both the cases, its area metrics with respect to sea lanes A  and B  are the same, as 

shown in Tables 16 and 18. Yet, it has equal probabilities of being in both sea lanes (i.e., 

0.50 in case 1), because it is two standard deviations away from both sea lane A  and B . 

In case 2, however, the probability of ship track five being in sea lane A  is very small and 

is, therefore, classified as belonging to sea lane B . Using (22) to compute the conditional 

PDF of the area metric of ship track five given sea lane A , i.e. , | ( , )X Y Af x y , we have 

( ) ( )| | 100 0 12.76 7.83X A X Ax µ σ− = − =  , which implies that X is 7.83 standard deviations 

away from mean |X Aµ , and ( )| | (100 197.01 5.96) 16.2Y A Y Ay µ σ− = − =  implies that Y  is 

16.2 standard deviations away from mean |Y Aµ . Using these numbers in (22), we get a 

factor of 8.99e− , which is a very small number. Similarly, the conditional PDF of the area 

metric for ship track five given sea lane B , i.e. , | ( , )X Y Bf x y computed using (23), has a 
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factor of 7.61e− , which is almost 3.97 times greater than 8.99e− . Using (20) and (21), we 

classify ship track five as belonging to sea lane B  with a probability of 0.99.  

Table 18. Posterior Probabilities of Sea Lane A  and Sea Lane B  Given 
Ships’ Tracks Areas 

 Area of 
Ships’ 

Tracks with 
Sea Lane 

A   
( , )A jx d= s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Area of 
Ships’ 

Tracks with 
Sea Lane 

B  
( , )B jy d= s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Probability of 
Ships’ Tracks 

being in Sea Lane 
A  

P( | , )A X x Y y= =  

Probability of 
Ships’ Tracks 

being in Sea Lane 
B  

P( | , )B X x Y y= =  

Ship Track 1 20 180 0.99 3.84e-172 

Ship Track 2 40 160 0.99 3.13e-126 

Ship Track 3 60 140 0.99 5.56e-79 

Ship Track 4 80 120 0.99 2.13e-30 

Ship Track 5 100 100 5.48e-21 0.99 

Ship Track 6 120 80 3.08e-72 0.99 

Ship Track 7 140 60 7.83e-125 0.99 

Ship Track 8 160 40 9.16e-179 0.99 

Ship Track 9 180 20 4.94e-234 0.99 

 

From the scenarios presented in Sections A and B in this chapter, we conclude that 

ships’ tracks are classified into sea lanes nicely (with high and low probabilities) when the 

standard deviations are small. Nevertheless, since we started with the assumption that sea 

lanes A  and B  are exhaustive and mutually exclusive, ships’ tracks will be forcefully 

classified into one of the sea lanes when standard deviations for the sea lanes are smaller, 

even though the ships’ tracks may not belong to any of the sea lanes.  
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E. ANOMALY DETECTION 

We are also interested in analyzing two types of anomalies. The algorithms for 

detecting these anomalies are discussed in Chapter III, Section D. These two types are 

analyzed, and the results are discussed in the following sections.  

1. Detecting Outliers in Standard Sea Lanes Using Area Metric and 
Bayes’ Theorem 

The algorithm for detecting outliers in standard sea lanes is discussed in Chapter 

III, Section C, where we classified ships’ tracks into sea lanes based on their area metric 

by calculating their conditional probabilities using (20) and (21). For this section, we again 

consider two sea lanes ( A  and B ) in a particular maritime area. We calculate the 

parameters of conditional PDFs of both the sea lanes from historical training data. For this 

section we assume the same historical ships’ tracks data shown in Figure 28 and the 

parameters of the conditional PDFs (means and standard deviation) shown in Table 17. We 

apply the parameters obtained from the training data to the test set of ships’ tracks to find 

their probabilities of being in sea lanes A  and B . The area metrics of the test set ships’ 

tracks with respect to both sea lanes and their posterior conditional probabilities of being 

in each sea lane are shown in Table 19. 

From Tables 18 and 19, it is evident that most of the ships’ tracks have a high 

probability of being in one of the sea lanes and a low probability of being in the other. In 

Table 19, however, ships’ tracks five and six have a relatively low probability of being in 

either sea lane. This may be considered an outlier when compared to the historical training 

data. 
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Table 19. Anomaly Detection Based on Posterior Probabilities of Sea Lane 
A  and Sea Lane B  Given Ships’ Tracks Areas 

 Area of Ships’ 
Tracks with 

Sea Lane A   
( , )A jx d= s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Area of Ships’ 
Tracks with Sea 

Lane B  
( , )B jy d= s t  

(in 2NM ) 

Probability of Ships’ 
Tracks being in Sea 

Lane A  
P( | , )A X x Y y= =  

Probability of Ships’ 
Tracks being in Sea 

Lane B  
P( | , )B X x Y y= =  

Ship Track 1 97 404 3.56e-20 1 

Ship Track 2 104 397 2.09e-06 0.99 

Ship Track 3 374 127 1.10e-08 0.99 

Ship Track 4 80 120 0.99 2.13e-30 

Ship Track 5 107 394 0.51 0.49 

Ship Track 6 370 131 0.32 0.68 

Ship Track 7 369 132 0.97 0.03 

 

2. Detecting Ships Following One Another Using Area Metric Algorithm 
and User-Defined Threshold 

The algorithm for detecting ships following one another in a sea lane is explained 

in Chapter III, Section D. The area metric between ships’ tracks in this algorithm accounts 

for their spatial as well as temporal locality. For example, we first consider two ships’ 

tracks that are exactly on the same sea lane and, therefore, have a zero area metric in the 

spatial domain as shown in Figure 30. If we account for only the spatial domain of both 

these ships’ tracks, the area metric between these ships’ tracks is obviously zero; however, 

if we consider both of these ships’ tracks being in this sea lane at different times and 

account for their temporal separation in the area metric calculation, it yields a non-zero 

area metric between them as shown in Figure 31. 
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To address this scenario, we set a threshold ThX  below which all the area metric 

values between ships’ tracks correspond to ships following each other. The user-defined 

threshold ThX  may be considered the acceptance level of ships following one another. It 

can be seen in Figure 32 that ship tracks one and two stay very close to one another; 

therefore, the area metric between both of these ships’ tracks is very small as shown in 

Table 20. 

In this case, if we select the threshold value of ThX =5, we are able to detect ship 

tracks one and two following each other based on their area metric 1 2( , )d t t . Similarly, it 

can be seen from Figure 32 that ship track one and five strayed away from each other both 

in spatial as well as temporal domain. From Table 20, we see that they exhibit a large value 

of area metric, i.e., 1 5( , )d t t = 22.04, which is greater than ThX and, therefore, are not 

classified as exhibiting following or paralleling behavior. 
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Table 20. Area Metric between Ships’ Tracks (in 2NM ) 

Area b/w  
  

Track 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 Track 5 Track 6 

1( , )id t t   2( , )id t t  3( , )id t t  4( , )id t t  5( , )id t t  6( , )id t t   
Track 1 

1( , )jd t t   0 1.15 14.91 15.70 22.04 11.73 
Track 2 

2( , )jd t t   1.15 0 14.22 15.95 21.38 11.22 
Track 3 

3( , )jd t t   14.91 14.22 0 29.3 9.96 18.46 
Track 4 

4( , )jd t t  15.70 15.95 29.37 0 35.74 18.24 
Track 5 

5( , )jd t t   22.04 21.38 9.96 35.74 0 22.76 
Track 6 

6( , )jd t t   11.73 11.22 18.46 18.24 22.76 0 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The prime objective of this thesis was to develop an algorithm to improve MDA by 

autonomously analyzing vessels’ behavior and detection of outliers. Synthetic data was 

used in this thesis instead of AIS data to avoid data inconsistencies. Unlike most of the 

work done in this research area, in this thesis research we did not process the actual ships’ 

tracks data for classification or anomaly detection but rather transformed the ships’ tracks 

data into an area metric between ships’ tracks. 

These area metric values are then used to identify sea lanes using a modified k-

means algorithm. These sea lanes are found by averaging all the ships’ tracks belonging to 

a particular sea lane. Once the sea lanes are identified, area metrics for all the ships’ tracks 

are calculated with respect to the sea lanes, and these ships’ tracks are classified by sea 

lanes based on three different algorithms, i.e., using user-defined thresholds for area metric 

values in each sea lane, Bayes’ theorem, and a modified k-means clustering algorithm.  

Two types of anomalies were analyzed in this thesis. Ships not following standard 

sea lanes were identified by calculating the area metric between ships’ tracks and applying 

Bayes’ theorem to calculate their posterior probabilities of being in these sea lanes. Ships 

not exhibiting high probability of being in any one sea lane were identified as anomalies. 

A group of ships following one another or paralleling for a significant period of time are 

considered anomalous and are detected in this thesis using the enhanced area metric 

algorithm and user-defined thresholds.  

A. SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS 

The work done in this thesis provides three contributions to improve MDA. First, 

to measure the degree of similarity or distinction between two ships’ tracks, an area metric 

was developed to calculate the area defined by two ships’ tracks with a simple method of 

closing the area on the ends. The development of this area metric is the most significant 

contribution and is fundamental to this work. This area metric may be a major contribution 

to the MDA field because it is not sensitive to the ships’ tracks position data inconsistencies 
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(e.g., some ships transmit position reports more frequently than others), and applying 

conventional machine learning algorithms directly to these positional reports data does not 

always give useful results. Second, sea lanes were identified in a particular maritime area 

using area metrics of ships’ tracks and applying a modified k-means algorithm to them. 

The modified k-means clustering algorithm was inspired by the conventional k-means 

clustering algorithm. The difference is that instead of Euclidian distances, area metrics of 

ships’ tracks were used for grouping.  

Finally, an algorithm to calculate the probability of ships being in different sea lanes 

was developed. This algorithm uses Bayes’ theorem of conditional probabilities and the 

area metric between ships’ tracks. Anomalies including ships not following standard sea 

lanes and groups of ships exhibiting following or paralleling behavior were identified using 

the area metric between ships’ tracks.  

B. FUTURE WORK 

In this thesis, we focused on the development of algorithms to measure the degree 

of similarity or distinction between ships’ tracks by calculating the area between them. For 

this purpose, we used synthetic data instead of actual AIS data to avoid data 

inconsistencies. An extension of this work would be to use actual AIS data for all the 

algorithms developed herein.  

All the algorithms developed in this thesis may work for multiple sea lanes in a 

particular maritime area. To present the concept clearly, however, we considered two sea 

lanes in a particular maritime area at a time. In future work, the algorithms developed in 

this thesis should be expanded to account for many sea lanes in a particular maritime area.  

Sea lanes were defined by averaging the ships’ tracks classified by sea lanes using 

the modified k-means clustering algorithm. In this thesis we assumed the same number of 

positional reports for all ships’ tracks; therefore, the process of averaging the ships’ tracks 

belonging to a particular sea lane was simple. By contrast, when actual AIS data is used, 

the number of positional reports for ships’ tracks may be different. In future work, a method 
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of averaging ships’ tracks with different number of positional reports belonging to a 

particular sea lane needs to be devised. 

As noted earlier, the modified k-means clustering algorithm used in this thesis to 

identify sea lanes was inspired by the conventional k-means clustering algorithm. Use of 

the conventional algorithm generally assumes we have the prior information about the 

number of clusters in which the observations are to be classified. In this work, we also 

assumed that we have prior information about the number of sea lanes in a particular 

maritime area. An extension of this work would be to find the optimum number of sea lanes 

in a particular maritime area. 

A method of classifying ships’ tracks into sea lanes using Bayes’ theorem was 

developed in this thesis. We assumed the distribution of area metrics of ships’ tracks with 

respect to sea lanes, i.e., X and Y , as a Gaussian distribution. Since the area metrics are 

always non-negative, however, the assumption of being a Gaussian distribution is not true 

in a strict sense. In future work, instead of a Gaussian distribution, the random variables 

X and Y  may also be modeled with other distribution types such as the lognormal or 

Poisson distribution. 

Anomaly detection of ships’ following one another was identified using a user-

defined threshold for enhanced area metrics of ships’ tracks. We used a sliding window 

technique for a specific number of past data points for calculating area metrics for all ships’ 

tracks. Nevertheless, the sliding window technique may not work well while using actual 

AIS data since different ships transmit position reports with different frequencies (e.g., 

once every five minutes, once every minute, etc.). Thus, an extension of this work would 

be to explore other techniques of considering specific length (in nautical miles or time) for 

all ships’ tracks.  
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APPENDIX 

This appendix contains the MATLAB code for implementing all the algorithms in 

this thesis.  

Function triangleArea = triA(twoPts, thirdPt, track, 
sealane) 
  
% This function calculates triangular area defined by three 
points 
% Function input: Three points, Ships’ track matrix, Sea 
lane matrix 
% Fucntion output: Area enclosed by three selected points 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
    Pt1 = track(:, cell2mat(twoPts(1,2)));  %Candidate 1 
    Pt2 = sealane(:, cell2mat(twoPts(2,2)));%Candidate 2 
    if strcmp(‘track’, thirdPt(1)) 
        Pt3 = track(:, cell2mat(thirdPt(2))); 
    elseif strcmp(‘sealane’, thirdPt(1)) 
        Pt3 = sealane(:, cell2mat(thirdPt(2))); 
    else Pt3=thirdPt; 
    end 
  
    d12 = euDist(Pt1, Pt2); %Euclidian Distance between 
Point 1 and Point 2 
    d13 = euDist(Pt1, Pt3); %Euclidian Distance between 
Point 1 and Point 3 
    d23 = euDist(Pt3, Pt2); %Euclidian Distance between 
Point 3 and Point 2 
  
    %Formula for Triangular Area 
    s = 0.5*(d12 + d13 + d23);   
    triangleArea = sqrt( s*(s-d12)*(s-d13)*(s-d23) );  
  
end 
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function [ tkcomset1_x, tkcomset1_y ] = makeTracks( 
stan_dev, sealane_fixes, SIZEOFDATA ) 
% This function is used to simulate ships’ tracks by adding 
noise to the Sea lane data points 
% Function input: Standard deviation for ship’s track, Sea 
lane 
% matrix, Size of data points 
% Fucntion output: x abd y coordinates of Ships’ tracks 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
for index=1: length(stan_dev) 
    
noisefl1_x(index,:)=conv(stan_dev(index)*randn(1,SIZEOFDATA
),ones(1,200));  %gaussian noise filtered for adding to x-
axis of tracks 
    
tkcomset1_x(index,:)=sealane_fixes(1,:)+(noisefl1_x(index,1
:SIZEOFDATA));   % x-axis of set of ships tracks 
    
noisefl1_y(index,:)=conv(stan_dev(index)*randn(1,SIZEOFDATA
),ones(1,200));  %gaussian noise filtered for adding to x-
axis of tracks 
    
tkcomset1_y(index,:)=sealane_fixes(2,:)+(noisefl1_y(index,1
:SIZEOFDATA));   % y-axis of set of ships tracks  
end 
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function dist = euDist(X1, X2) 
 
% This function calculates the euclidian distance between 
two points 
% Function input: Two data points of Sea lane or Ship’s 
track matrix 
% Fucntion output: Euclidian distance between both data 
points 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
  
    diff = abs(X1-X2); 
    distSqr = diff’*diff; 
    dist = sqrt(distSqr); 
     
end 
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function [thirdPt,crossOver] = doTheyCross(twoPts, maybes, 
track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, sealaneCntr) 
% This functions checks for cross over point and calculated 
the cross over point between  
% ships tracks and sea lane data points 
% Function input: Two data points already determined for 
new triangular 
% area, likely next candidates for third data points, 
Ship’s track 
% matrix, Sea lane matrix, Mean of first data point of 
Ship’s track and Sea 
% lane, Sea lane data point counter, Ship’s track data 
point counter 
% Fucntion output: Crossover if there is a cross over, 
Crossover flag 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
[~,sealanenumpts]=size(sealane); 
[~,tracknumpts]=size(track); 
atEnd=(sealaneCntr >= sealanenumpts) | (trackCntr >= 
tracknumpts); 
    if ~atEnd 
  
  
  
    Pts = [track(:,trackCntr) track(:,trackCntr+1) ... 
        sealane(:,sealaneCntr) sealane(:,sealaneCntr+1)]; 
  
    mt = (Pts(2,2)-Pts(2,1))/(Pts(1,2)-Pts(1,1));   % slope 
for track 
    bt = Pts(2,1) - mt*Pts(1,1);                    % y 
intercept for track 
    ms = (Pts(2,4)-Pts(2,3))/(Pts(1,4)-Pts(1,3));   % slope 
for sealane 
    bs = Pts(2,3) - ms*Pts(1,3);                    % y 
intercept for sealane 
  
    x_int = (bs-bt)/(mt-ms);                        % point 
of cross over 
    y_int = mt*x_int + bt; 
  
    between1 = (Pts(1,1) <= x_int) ...  
        & (x_int<= Pts(1,2)) ... 
        & (Pts(2,1) <= y_int)  ... 
        & (y_int <= Pts(2,2)); 
  
    between2 = (Pts(1,1) >= x_int) ...  
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        & (x_int >= Pts(1,2)) ... 
        & (Pts(2,1) >= y_int)  ... 
        & (y_int >= Pts(2,2)); 
  
    between3 = (Pts(1,1) >= x_int) ...  
        & (x_int >= Pts(1,2)) ... 
        & (Pts(2,1) <= y_int)  ... 
        & (y_int <= Pts(2,2)); 
  
    between4 = (Pts(1,1) <= x_int) ...  
        & (x_int <= Pts(1,2)) ... 
        & (Pts(2,1) >= y_int)  ... 
        & (y_int >= Pts(2,2)); 
    between = between1 | between2 | between3 | between4; 
    else 
        between = false; 
    end 
  
    if between 
    % If true, then we need to use this (x_int, y_int) 
point in the area 
    % calculations since the track and sealane cross each 
other, i.e., this 
    % is a real crossover point. 
  
    % Need to calculate area with points Pts(:,1), Pts(:,3) 
(counter track 
    % points) and  (x_int, y_int) 
    CrossOverPt = [x_int; y_int];  
    crossOver = true; 
    thirdPt=CrossOverPt 
    else 
    crossOver = false; 
    % If false, then the track and sealane do not cross 
each other 
    thirdPt=0; 
    end 
  
end 
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function [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, done] = 
chooseThirdPtFromTandS(meanstart, maybes, track, sealane, 
trackCntr, sealaneCntr, done) 
% This functions determines whether the third point for 
finding the area of 
% triangle has to be selected from ships track, Sea lane, 
or  
% ships tracks and sea lane data points 
% Function input: Likely next candidates for third data 
points,  Mean of first data point of Ship’s track, 
% Ship’s track matrix, Sea lane matrix,and Sea lane, Sea 
lane data point 
% counter, Ship’s track data point counter, flag to 
indicate if all data 
% points have finished. 
% Fucntion output: Third point from either Sea lane or Ship 
track, updated 
% ships’ track counter, updated sea lane counter, flag to 
indicate if all 
% data points have finished 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018     
[~, trackCntrMax] = size(track); 
    [~, sealaneCntrMax] = size(sealane); 
    trackCand = cell2mat(maybes(1,2)); 
        sealaneCand = cell2mat(maybes(2,2)); 
  
    if trackCntrMax < trackCand 
        dt = Inf; 
    else 
        dt = euDist(meanstart, track(:, trackCand)); 
    end 
  
    if sealaneCntrMax < sealaneCand 
        ds = Inf; 
    else 
        ds = euDist(meanstart, sealane(:, sealaneCand)); 
    end 
 
    if ~and(dt == Inf, ds == Inf) 
        if dt<ds 
            finalthirdPt = {‘track’, trackCand}; 
            trackCntr = trackCntr+1; 
        else 
            finalthirdPt = {‘sealane’, sealaneCand}; 
            sealaneCntr = sealaneCntr+1; 
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        end 
    else 
     done= true; 
     finalthirdPt = [0 0]’; 
    end 
  
end 
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function [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, crossOver, 
done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, maybes, track, sealane, 
meanstart, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, crossOver, thirdPt, 
done); 
% This functions determines the third point for calculating 
triangular area enclosed by three points 
% Function input: Two data points already determined for 
new triangular 
% area, likely next candidates for third data points, 
Ship’s track 
% matrix, Sea lane matrix, Mean of first data point of 
Ship’s track and Sea 
% lane, Sea lane data point counter, Ship’s track data 
point counter, 
% Crossover flag, likely third point, flag to check if data 
points of sea lane or ship’s track 
% have finished 
% Fucntion output: Finalized third point of triangle, 
Ship’s track counter, 
% Sea lane counter, Crossover flag, Crossover if there is a 
cross over, flag 
% to check if data points of sea lane or ship’s track have 
finished 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
    if crossOver == true; 
        finalthirdPt=thirdPt; 
        crossOver=false;    %reset crossOver to false; 
        checklastcrossover=1; 
    else 
        finalthirdPt=0; 
        crossOver=false; 
        checklastcrossover=0; 
    end 
    if ~checklastcrossover 
    [thirdPt,crossOver] = doTheyCross(twoPts, maybes, 
track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, sealaneCntr); 
  
        if crossOver == true 
            finalthirdPt=thirdPt; 
        else 
            [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, done] = 
chooseThirdPtFromTandS(meanstart, maybes, track, sealane, 
trackCntr, sealaneCntr, done); 
        end 
    end 
end  
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% This program defines two sea lanes from ten simulated 
ship’s tracks 
% using modified k-means algorithm discussed in Thesis. We 
first generated 
% ten ships’ tracks, found area metric between all of them, 
and based on 
% modified k-means algorithm, clustered them in optimally 
into two sea 
% lanes. The sea lane is then defined by averaging all the 
tracks belonging 
% to each cluster(sea lane). 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
clear all 
close all 
clc 
SIZEOFDATA=20;          % size of total data points of Sea 
lanes 
TRACKS_PER_SEALANE = 5; % Number of Ships’ tracks in each 
Sea lane 
NUM_SEALANES = 2;       % Number of total Sea lanes 
  
AreaMatrix=zeros(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE*NUM_SEALANES, 
NUM_SEALANES+1); 
NUM_AREAS=((2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE)^2-
(2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE))/2; 
    % Number of total distinct areas between ships tracks 
sealane_fixes=zeros(2,SIZEOFDATA,NUM_SEALANES);  
    % Matrix for storing Sea lane data points 
track=zeros(2,SIZEOFDATA,NUM_SEALANES); 
    % Matrix for ships’ tracks data points 
for area_index=1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE; 
    
sealane_fixes(:,:,1)=[linspace(0,10,SIZEOFDATA);linspace(0,
10,SIZEOFDATA)]; 
sealane_fixes(:,:,2)=[linspace(0,10,SIZEOFDATA);linspace(10
,0,SIZEOFDATA)]; 
% standard deviation for each ship’s track 
stan_dev = [0.05*ones(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE-3,1); 
0.2*ones(2,1); 0.3]; 
% x and y-axis matrix for ships’ tracks 
[ tkcomset1_x, tkcomset1_y ] = makeTracks( stan_dev, 
sealane_fixes(:,:,1),... 
            SIZEOFDATA ); 
[ tkcomset2_x, tkcomset2_y ] = makeTracks( stan_dev, 
sealane_fixes(:,:,2),... 
            SIZEOFDATA ); 
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tkcomset_x= [tkcomset1_x;tkcomset2_x]; 
tkcomset_y= [tkcomset1_y;tkcomset2_y]; 
  
         
    for m=1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
        % points for first triangle 
        twoPts = {‘track’, 1;’sealane’, 1}; 
        trackCntr = 1; 
        sealaneCntr = 1; 
            for n=1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
                sealane=[tkcomset_x(m,:);tkcomset_y(m,:)]; 
                track=[tkcomset_x(n,:);tkcomset_y(n,:)]; 
                trackCntr = 1;  % Ship’s track data point 
counter 
                sealaneCntr = 1;% Sealane data point 
counter              
                % Average of first data points of Sea lane 
and Ship’s track 
                meanstart = 0.5*(track(:,1) + 
sealane(:,1)); 
                crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
                done = false; % flag to check end of data 
points 
                totalArea = 0; %Total area between Ship’s 
track 
                    while ~done 
                        [~,Ns,~]=size(sealane_fixes); 
                        [~,Nt]=size(tkcomset_y(n,:)); 
                        twoPts = {‘track’, trackCntr;      
% points for next triangle 
                        ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
                        candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr+1;   ... 
                            ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr+1; ... 
                            ‘crossover’, 0}; 
                        [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, 
candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, done); 
  
                                 if done 
                                   break; 
                                 end 
                        triangleArea = triA(twoPts, 
finalthirdPt, track , sealane); 
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                        totalArea = totalArea + 
abs(triangleArea); 
  
     
                            %test to check if third point 
was a cross over 
                                 if crossOver == true; 
                                trackCntr= trackCntr+1;     
%in case of cross over we select next two points 
                                sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr+1; 
                                else 
                                trackCntr= trackCntr; 
                                sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr; 
                                 end 
          
                       end     %end of while loop 
         finalarea(m,n)= totalArea;%final areas between all 
tracks 
             
        end 
    end            
end 
% plotting all Ships’ tracks 
for x=1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
    plot(tkcomset_x(x,:),tkcomset_y(x,:),’.-’); 
     
                 hold on 
end 
  
%% Defining Sea lane from Area metric  
M=0; 
  
v=1:1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE; 
% Combination for selecting sea lanes from Ships tracks 
C = nchoosek(v,2); 
  
        for jj=1:length(C); 
            M=0; 
            for ii=1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE;  
               if   
finalarea(ii,C(jj,1))<finalarea(ii,C(jj,2)) 
                    result(ii,jj)=1; 
                    M=M+finalarea(ii,C(jj,1)); 
               else 
                    result(ii,jj)=2; 
                    M=M+finalarea(ii,C(jj,2));; 
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               end 
            end 
      M_areas(jj,1)=M;   
    end 
  
[smallest_M,M_index]=mink(M_areas,1); 
cluster=result(:,M_index)% Making Clusters of Ship’s tracks 
  
% sea-lanes found from modified k-means algorithm 
sealaneA=[sum(tkcomset_x(1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,:))/TRACKS_PE
R_SEALANE;sum(tkcomset_y(1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,:))/TRACKS_PE
R_SEALANE]; 
sealaneB=[sum(tkcomset_x(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE+1:2*TRACKS_PER_
SEALANE,:))/TRACKS_PER_SEALANE;sum(tkcomset_y(TRACKS_PER_SE
ALANE+1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,:))/TRACKS_PER_SEALANE]; 
hold on 
plot(sealaneA(1,:),sealaneA(2,:),’:’,’LineWidth’,2) 
plot(sealaneB(1,:),sealaneB(2,:),’:’,’LineWidth’,2) 
xlim([-2,15]);ylim([-2,15]); 
legend(‘Ship Track 1’,’Ship Track 2’,’Ship Track 3’,... 
    ‘Ship Track 4’,’Ship Track 5’,’Ship Track 6’,... 
    ‘Ship Track 7’,’Ship Track 8’,’Ship Track 9’,’Ship 
Track 10’,... 
‘Sea lane A’,’Sea lane B’,’location’,’best’); 
xlabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
ylabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
title(‘Ship tracks in sea lane \textit{A} to \textit{B}’, 
... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’) 
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% This program classifies ships tracks into Sea lanes using 
two methods: 
%     1. User defined threshold 
%     2. Modified k-means algorithm 
% As we already have informtion about the sea lanes from 
previous code, we 
% use the sea lane information to generate ten ships’ 
tracks, found area 
% metric of all ships’ tracks with respect to both the sea 
lanes and 
% classify these ships’ tracks into either of sea lanes 
using two different 
% methods 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
  
clear all 
close all 
clc 
SIZEOFDATA=20;          % size of total data points of Sea 
lanes 
TRACKS_PER_SEALANE = 5; % Number of Ships’ tracks in each 
Sea lane 
NUM_SEALANES = 2;       % Number of total Sea lanes 
  
AreaMatrix=zeros(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE*NUM_SEALANES, 
NUM_SEALANES+1); 
NUM_AREAS=((2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE)^2-
(2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE))/2; 
    % Number of total distinct areas between ships tracks 
sealane_fixes=zeros(2,SIZEOFDATA,NUM_SEALANES);  
    % Matrix for storing Sea lane data points 
track=zeros(2,SIZEOFDATA,NUM_SEALANES); 
    % Matrix for ships’ tracks data points 
for area_index=1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE; 
% Sea lanes 1 and 2    
sealane_fixes(:,:,1)=[linspace(0,10,SIZEOFDATA);linspace(0,
10,SIZEOFDATA)]; 
sealane_fixes(:,:,2)=[linspace(0,10,SIZEOFDATA);linspace(10
,0,SIZEOFDATA)]; 
% standard deviation for each ship’s track 
stan_dev = [0.05*ones(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE-3,1); 
0.2*ones(2,1); 0.3]; 
% x and y-axis matrix for ships’ tracks 
[ tkcomset1_x, tkcomset1_y ] = makeTracks( stan_dev, 
sealane_fixes(:,:,1),... 
            SIZEOFDATA ); 
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[ tkcomset2_x, tkcomset2_y ] = makeTracks( stan_dev, 
sealane_fixes(:,:,2),... 
            SIZEOFDATA ); 
tkcomset_x= [tkcomset1_x;tkcomset2_x]; 
tkcomset_y= [tkcomset1_y;tkcomset2_y]; 
  
         
    for m=1:NUM_SEALANES; 
        % points for first triangle 
        twoPts = {‘track’, 1;’sealane’, 1}; 
        trackCntr = 1; 
        sealaneCntr = 1; 
            for n=1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
                sealane=sealane_fixes(:,:,m); 
                track=[tkcomset_x(n,:);tkcomset_y(n,:)]; 
                trackCntr = 1;  % Ship’s track data point 
counter 
                sealaneCntr = 1;% Sealane data point 
counter              
                % Average of first data points of Sea lane 
and Ship’s track 
                meanstart = 0.5*(track(:,1) + 
sealane(:,1)); 
                crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
                done = false; % flag to check end of data 
points 
                totalArea = 0; %Total area between Ship’s 
track 
                    while ~done 
                        [~,Ns,~]=size(sealane_fixes); 
                        [~,Nt]=size(tkcomset_y(n,:)); 
                        twoPts = {‘track’, trackCntr;      
% points for next triangle 
                        ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
                        candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr+1;   ... 
                            ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr+1; ... 
                            ‘crossover’, 0}; 
                        [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, 
candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, done); 
  
                                 if done 
                                   break; 
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                                 end 
                        triangleArea = triA(twoPts, 
finalthirdPt, track , sealane); 
                        totalArea = totalArea + 
abs(triangleArea); 
  
     
                            %test to check if third point 
was a cross over 
                                 if crossOver == true; 
                                trackCntr= trackCntr+1;     
%in case of cross over we select next two points 
                                sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr+1; 
                                else 
                                trackCntr= trackCntr; 
                                sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr; 
                                 end 
          
                       end     %end of while loop 
         finalarea(n,m)= totalArea;%final areas between all 
tracks 
             
        end 
    end            
end 
% plotting all Ships’ tracks and Sea lanes 
  
for y=1:NUM_SEALANES; 
    
plot(sealane_fixes(1,:,y),sealane_fixes(2,:,y),’:’,’LineWid
th’,3) 
    hold on 
end 
  
for x=1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
    plot(tkcomset_x(x,:),tkcomset_y(x,:),’.-’); 
end 
xlim([-2,15]);ylim([-2,15]); 
legend(‘Sea lane A’, ‘Sea lane B’, ‘Ship Track 1’,’Ship 
Track 2’,’Ship Track 3’,... 
    ‘Ship Track 4’,’Ship Track 5’,’Ship Track 6’,... 
    ‘Ship Track 7’,’Ship Track 8’,’Ship Track 9’,’Ship 
Track 10’,... 
‘location’,’best’); 
xlabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
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ylabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
title(‘Ship tracks in sea lane \textit{A} to \textit{B}’, 
... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’) 
%% Classifying ships’ tracks into Sea lanes using User 
defined threold 
Thresh_SLA=5; 
Thresh_SLB=8; 
    for j=1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE; 
        if finalarea(j,1)<=Thresh_SLA 
            Sealane_cluster(j,1)=1; 
        else 
            Sealane_cluster(j,1)=0; 
        end 
  
        if finalarea(j,2)<=Thresh_SLB 
            Sealane_cluster(j,2)=2; 
        else 
            Sealane_cluster(j,2)=0; 
        end 
    end 
final_sealane_cluster=Sealane_cluster(:,1)+Sealane_cluster(
:,2); 
    % Notice there may be instances when a particular ships 
tracks has not 
    % been classified into any of the sea lanes  
 
%% Classifying ships’ tracks into Sea lanes using modified 
k-means algorithm 
% We call it modified k-means because this takes into 
account the area 
% metric with respect to both sea lanes and classify ships’ 
tracks into Sea 
% lanes based on minimum area metric with respect to each 
Sea lane. Hence, 
% it will forcefully classify all ships’ tracks into either 
of the two Sea 
% lanes. 
for j=1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE; 
    if finalarea(j,1)<finalarea(j,2) 
         Sealane_cluster_kmeans(j,1)=1; 
    else 
        Sealane_cluster_kmeans(j,1)=2; 
    end 
end  
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% This program calculates the probability of Ships’ tracks 
being in two sea 
% lanes. We assume that we already have information about 
the sea lane using 
% the previous code. We generated sixteen ship tracks on 
these sea lanes 
% and found area metric of these ships tracks with respect 
to each sea lane. We calculate the parameters of ships 
tracks area metric PDFs( Means & Variances) in both sea 
lanes.  
% We then define nine ship tracks as test set and find the 
probability of 
% each of these ships tracks being in either of the sea 
lanes defined earlier.  
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
clear all 
close all 
clc 
SIZEOFDATA=20; 
TRACKS_PER_SEALANE = 8; 
NUM_SEALANES = 2; 
AreaMatrix=zeros(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,2*NUM_SEALANES); 
AreaMatrix=zeros(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE*NUM_SEALANES, 
NUM_SEALANES+1); 
    % use the last column to indicate which sealane the 
track is from. 
sealane_fixes=zeros(2,SIZEOFDATA,NUM_SEALANES);  
    % each fix has X and Y. Each track has SIZEOFDATA 
fixes. 
track=zeros(2,SIZEOFDATA,NUM_SEALANES); 
  
sealane_endpoints = [0 20; 20 0]; 
for sealane_index=1:NUM_SEALANES^2; 
  
   %  Area Matrix 1 - Selane 1 - Tracks 1 
    if sealane_index==1 
        points = 
linspace(sealane_endpoints(sealane_index,1), ...  
            sealane_endpoints(sealane_index,2), 
SIZEOFDATA); 
        sealane_fixes(:,:,sealane_index)=[ points; points 
]; 
        clear points; 
     
        figure(1) 
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        plot(sealane_fixes(1,:,1),sealane_fixes(2,:,1),’--
*’); 
        hold on 
        legend(‘Sea Lane A’,’location’,’best’); 
        title(‘Ships Tracks in Sea lanes’); 
  
        stan_dev = [0.1*ones(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE-4,1); 
0.2*ones(2,1); 0.5*ones(2,1)];  
  
        [ tkcomset1_x, tkcomset1_y ] = makeTracks( 
stan_dev, sealane_fixes(:,:,1),... 
            SIZEOFDATA ); 
  
 %       [sizeoftrackset1,~]=size(tkcomset1_x); 
        hold on 
            for n=1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
                plot(tkcomset1_x(n,:),tkcomset1_y(n,:),’.-
’); 
%                 legend(‘sealane’,’track number 1’,’track 
number 2’,’track number 3’,... 
%                     ‘track number 4’,’track number 5’, 
‘track number 6’,... 
%                     ‘track number 7’, ‘track number 
8’,’track number 9’, ‘track number 10’,... 
%                     ‘track number 11’,’track number 12’, 
‘track number 13’); 
%                 hold on 
                twoPts = {‘track’, 1;      % points for 
first triangle 
                ‘sealane’, 1}; 
  
                trackCntr = 1; 
                sealaneCntr = 1; 
  
                track=[tkcomset1_x(n,:);tkcomset1_y(n,:)]; 
                sealane=sealane_fixes(:,:,1); 
                meanstart = 0.5*(track(:,1) + 
sealane(:,1)); 
               % meanstart = 0.5*(tkcomset1_x(n,:) + 
sealane_fixes(1,:,1)); 
                crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
                % three points make a triangle. First 
candidate is always... 
                ...from track and second is always from 
sealane. 
                done = false; 
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                totalArea = 0; 
                    while ~done 
                        [~,Ns,~]=size(sealane_fixes); 
                        [~,Nt]=size(tkcomset1_y(n,:)); 
                        twoPts = {‘track’, trackCntr;      
% points for next triangle 
                        ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
                        candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr+1;   ... 
                            ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr+1; ... 
                            ‘crossover’, 0}; 
                        [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, 
candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, done); 
  
                             if done 
                               break; 
                             end 
                        triangleArea = triA(twoPts, 
finalthirdPt, track , sealane); 
                        totalArea = totalArea + 
abs(triangleArea); 
  
     
        %test to check if third point was a cross over 
                             if crossOver == true; 
                            trackCntr= trackCntr+1;     %in 
case of cross over we select next two points 
                            sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr+1; 
                            else 
                            trackCntr= trackCntr; 
                            sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr; 
                             end 
          
                       end     %end of while loop 
             finalarea(n,1)= totalArea; 
            end 
    
AreaMatrix(1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,sealane_index)=finalarea; 
     
    AreaMatrix(1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,3)=1; 
  
   %  Area Matrix 2 - Selane 2 - Tracks 2 
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    elseif sealane_index==2 
         
            points = 
linspace(sealane_endpoints(sealane_index,1), ...  
                sealane_endpoints(sealane_index,2), 
SIZEOFDATA); 
            sealane_fixes(:,:,sealane_index)=[ points; 
fliplr(points) ]; 
            clear points; 
  
  
  
            
plot(sealane_fixes(1,:,sealane_index),sealane_fixes(2,:,sea
lane_index),’--*’); 
            legend(‘Sea Lane B’,’location’,’best’); 
            title(‘Training data set of Ships Tracks in Sea 
lanes’); 
  
  
           [ tkcomset2_x, tkcomset2_y ] = makeTracks( 
stan_dev, sealane_fixes(:,:,2),... 
               SIZEOFDATA ); 
  
            hold on 
                   for n=1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
                        
plot(tkcomset2_x(n,:),tkcomset2_y(n,:),’.-’); 
                         hold on 
                         twoPts = {‘track’, 1;      % 
points for first triangle 
                         ‘sealane’, 1}; 
  
                          trackCntr = 1; 
                          sealaneCntr = 1; 
  
                        
track=[tkcomset2_x(n,:);tkcomset2_y(n,:)]; 
                         sealane=sealane_fixes(:,:,2); 
  
                        meanstart = 0.5*(track(:,1) + 
sealane(:,1)); 
  
                        crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
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                        % three points make a triangle. 
First candidate is always from track and second is always 
from sealane. 
                        done = false; 
                        totalArea = 0; 
                            while ~done 
                                
[~,Ns,~]=size(sealane_fixes); 
                                
[~,Nt]=size(tkcomset2_y(n,:)); 
                                twoPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr;      % points for next triangle 
                                ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
                                candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr+1;   ... 
                                    ‘sealane’, 
sealaneCntr+1; ... 
                                    ‘crossover’, 0}; 
                                [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, 
candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, done); 
  
                                    if done 
                                        break; 
                                    end 
                                 triangleArea = 
triA(twoPts, finalthirdPt, track , sealane); 
                                 totalArea = totalArea + 
abs(triangleArea); 
  
  
                                     if crossOver == true; 
                                         trackCntr= 
trackCntr+1;     %in case of cross over we select next two 
points 
                                         sealaneCntr= 
sealaneCntr+1; 
                                     else 
                                        trackCntr= 
trackCntr; 
                                        sealaneCntr= 
sealaneCntr; 
                                     end 
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                            end     %end of while loop 
                     finalarea(n,1)= totalArea; 
                    end 
    
    
AreaMatrix(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE+1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,sealan
e_index)=finalarea; 
  
    
AreaMatrix(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE+1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,3)=2; 
    %------------------------------------------------------
->>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
   %  Area Matrix 3 - Selane 1 - Tracks 2 
  
    elseif sealane_index==3 
        for n=1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
            twoPts = {‘track’, 1;      % points for first 
triangle 
            ‘sealane’, 1}; 
  
            trackCntr = 1; 
            sealaneCntr = 1; 
  
            sealane=sealane_fixes(:,:,1); 
            track=[tkcomset2_x(n,:);tkcomset2_y(n,:)]; 
            meanstart = 0.5*(track(:,1) + sealane(:,1)); 
            crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
            % three points make a triangle. First candidate 
is always from track and second is always from sealane. 
            done = false; 
            totalArea = 0; 
                while ~done 
                    [~,Ns,~]=size(sealane_fixes); 
                    [~,Nt]=size(tkcomset1_y(n,:)); 
                    twoPts = {‘track’, trackCntr;      % 
points for next triangle 
                    ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
                    candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr+1;   ... 
                        ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr+1; ... 
                        ‘crossover’, 0}; 
                    [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, 
crossOver, done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, 
candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, done); 
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                         if done 
                           break; 
                         end 
                    triangleArea = triA(twoPts, 
finalthirdPt, track , sealane); 
                    totalArea = totalArea + 
abs(triangleArea); 
  
     
        %test to check if third point was a cross over 
                         if crossOver == true; 
                        trackCntr= trackCntr+1;     %in 
case of cross over we select next two points 
                        sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr+1; 
                        else 
                        trackCntr= trackCntr; 
                        sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr; 
                         end 
          
                     end     %end of while loop 
        finalarea(n,1)= totalArea; 
       end 
  
    
AreaMatrix(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE+1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,1)=fin
alarea; 
    
 %-------------------------------------------------------
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
%Area Matrix - Selane 2 - Tracks of Sealane 1 
  
    else 
        for n=1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE 
     
            twoPts = {‘track’, 1;      % points for first 
triangle 
            ‘sealane’, 1}; 
  
            trackCntr = 1; 
            sealaneCntr = 1; 
            sealane=sealane_fixes(:,:,2); 
            track=[tkcomset1_x(n,:);tkcomset1_y(n,:)]; 
  
            meanstart = 0.5*(track(:,1) + sealane(:,1)); 
            crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
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            % three points make a triangle. First candidate 
is always from track and second is always from sealane. 
            done = false; 
            totalArea = 0; 
                 while ~done 
                    [~,Ns,~]=size(sealane_fixes); 
                    [~,Nt]=size(tkcomset1_y(n,:)); 
                    twoPts = {‘track’, trackCntr;      % 
points for next triangle 
                    ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
                    candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr+1;   ... 
                        ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr+1; ... 
                        ‘crossover’, 0}; 
                    [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, 
crossOver, done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, 
candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, done); 
                         if done 
                           break; 
                         end 
                    triangleArea = triA(twoPts, 
finalthirdPt, track , sealane); 
                    totalArea = totalArea + 
abs(triangleArea); 
  
     
        %test to check if third point was a cross over 
                         if crossOver == true; 
                        trackCntr= trackCntr+1;     %in 
case of cross over we select next two points 
                        sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr+1; 
                        else 
                        trackCntr= trackCntr; 
                        sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr; 
                         end 
          
                    end     %end of while loop 
                finalarea(n,1)= totalArea; 
            end 
  
  
            AreaMatrix(1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,2)=finalarea;     
        end 
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end 
    
legend(‘Sea lane A’,’Ship track 1’,’Ship track 2’,... 
‘Ship track 3’, ‘Ship track 4’, ‘Ship track 5’, ‘Ship track 
6’,’Ship track 7’,’Ship track 8’,... 
‘Sea lane B’,’Ship track 9’, ‘Ship track 10’, ‘Ship track 
11’,’Ship track 12’,’Ship track 13’,’Ship track 14’,’Ship 
track 15’,... 
‘Ship track 16’,’location’,’northwest’); 
xlabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
ylabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
title(‘Training data of Ship tracks in Sea lane \textit{A} 
and \textit{B}’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’) 
    
  
%% Finding the PDF parameters (Means and Standard 
Deviation) from Traning data 
figure (2) 
SLAtracks=AreaMatrix(:,1); 
SLBtracks=AreaMatrix(:,2); 
meanTKBSLA=mean(SLAtracks(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE+1:2*TRACKS_PER
_SEALANE,1)); 
meanTKASLB=mean(SLBtracks(1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,1)); 
meanTKASLA=0; 
meanTKBSLB=0; 
% Standard Deviation 
SD_tracks_TKA_SLA = 
standard_deviation(0,SLAtracks(1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,1)); 
SD_tracks_TKB_SLA = standard_deviation(meanTKBSLA, 
SLAtracks(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE+1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,1)); 
SD_tracks_TKB_SLB = standard_deviation(0, 
SLBtracks(TRACKS_PER_SEALANE+1:2*TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,1)); 
SD_tracks_TKA_SLB=  standard_deviation(meanTKASLB, 
SLBtracks(1:TRACKS_PER_SEALANE,1)); 
  
  
%% Generating Test Set  
            
plot(sealane_fixes(1,:,1),sealane_fixes(2,:,1),’-
.’,’LineWidth’,2); 
            hold on 
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plot(sealane_fixes(1,:,2),sealane_fixes(2,:,2),’-
.’,’LineWidth’,2); 
%             title(‘Testing data set of Ships Tracks in 
Sea lanes’); 
%             legend(‘Sea Lane A’,’Sea Lane B’,’Ship 
1’,’Ship 2’,’Ship 3’,’Ship 4’,... 
%                 ‘Ship 5’,’Ship 6’,’Ship 7’,’Ship 8’,’Ship 
9’’location’,’best’) 
            testsetx=[linspace(2, 18, 20);linspace(4, 16, 
20);linspace(6, 14, 20);linspace(8, 12, 20);linspace(10, 
10, 20);... 
                linspace(12, 8, 20);linspace(14, 6, 
20);linspace(16, 4, 20);linspace(18,2, 20)]; 
            testsety=[linspace(0, 20, 20);linspace(0, 20, 
20);linspace(0, 20, 20);linspace(0, 20, 20);linspace(0, 20, 
20);... 
                linspace(0, 20, 20);linspace(0, 20, 
20);linspace(0, 20, 20);linspace(0, 20, 20)]; 
            hold on 
            [num,~]=size(testsetx); 
            for ii=1:num 
            plot(testsetx(ii,:),testsety(ii,:),’.-’) 
            end 
                       xlim([-2,25]);ylim([-2,25]); 
legend(‘Sea lane A’, ‘Sea lane B’, ‘Ship Track 1’,’Ship 
Track 2’,’Ship Track 3’,... 
    ‘Ship Track 4’,’Ship Track 5’,’Ship Track 6’,... 
    ‘Ship Track 7’,’Ship Track 8’,’Ship Track 9’,... 
‘location’,’best’); 
xlabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
ylabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
title(‘Test Set of Ship tracks in sea lane \textit{A} to 
\textit{B}’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’) 
             
             
%% Finding area metric between ships’ tracks test set and 
Sea lanes A and B 
  
SIZEOFDATA=20; 
TRACKS_IN_SEALANE= 9; 
NUM_SEALANES = 2; 
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TestAreaMatrix=zeros(TRACKS_IN_SEALANE, NUM_SEALANES); 
  
    %------------------------------------------------------
-% 
    for n=1:TRACKS_IN_SEALANE 
                twoPts = {‘track’, 1;      % points for 
first triangle 
                ‘sealane’, 1}; 
  
                trackCntr = 1; 
                sealaneCntr = 1; 
  
                track=[testsetx(n,:);testsety(n,:)]; 
                sealane=sealane_fixes(:,:,1); 
                meanstart = 0.5*(track(:,1) + 
sealane(:,1)); 
                crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
                % three points make a triangle. First 
candidate is always... 
                ...from track and second is always from 
sealane. 
                done = false; 
                totalArea = 0; 
                    while ~done 
                        [~,Ns,~]=size(sealane_fixes); 
                        [~,Nt]=size(testsetx(n,:)); 
                        twoPts = {‘track’, trackCntr;      
% points for next triangle 
                        ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
                        candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr+1;   ... 
                            ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr+1; ... 
                            ‘crossover’, 0}; 
                        [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, 
candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, done); 
  
                             if done 
                               break; 
                             end 
                        triangleArea = triA(twoPts, 
finalthirdPt, track , sealane); 
                        totalArea = totalArea + 
abs(triangleArea); 
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                        %test to check if third point was a 
cross over 
                             if crossOver == true; 
                            trackCntr= trackCntr+1;     %in 
case of cross over we select next two points 
                            sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr+1; 
                            else 
                            trackCntr= trackCntr; 
                            sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr; 
                             end 
          
                       end     %end of while loop 
             finalarea(n,1)= totalArea; 
            end 
    TestAreaMatrix(1:TRACKS_IN_SEALANE,1)=finalarea; 
     
%-------------------------------------------------------% 
   %  Area Matrix 2 - Selane 2 - Tracks 2 
     
                        %  Area Matrix 1 - Selane 1 - 
Tracks 1 
    for n=1:TRACKS_IN_SEALANE 
                twoPts = {‘track’, 1;      % points for 
first triangle 
                ‘sealane’, 1}; 
  
                trackCntr = 1; 
                sealaneCntr = 1; 
  
                track=[testsetx(n,:);testsety(n,:)]; 
                sealane=sealane_fixes(:,:,2); 
                meanstart = 0.5*(track(:,1) + 
sealane(:,1)); 
                crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
                % three points make a triangle. First 
candidate is always... 
                ...from track and second is always from 
sealane. 
                done = false; 
                totalArea = 0; 
                    while ~done 
                        [~,Ns,~]=size(sealane_fixes); 
                        [~,Nt]=size(testsetx(n,:)); 
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                        twoPts = {‘track’, trackCntr;      
% points for next triangle 
                        ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
                        candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, 
trackCntr+1;   ... 
                            ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr+1; ... 
                            ‘crossover’, 0}; 
                        [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, 
candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, meanstart, trackCntr, 
sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, done); 
  
                             if done 
                               break; 
                             end 
                        triangleArea = triA(twoPts, 
finalthirdPt, track , sealane); 
                        totalArea = totalArea + 
abs(triangleArea); 
  
     
        %test to check if third point was a cross over 
                             if crossOver == true; 
                            trackCntr= trackCntr+1;     %in 
case of cross over we select next two points 
                            sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr+1; 
                            else 
                            trackCntr= trackCntr; 
                            sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr; 
                             end 
          
                       end     %end of while loop 
             finalarea(n,1)= totalArea; 
            end 
    TestAreaMatrix(1:TRACKS_IN_SEALANE,2)=finalarea; 
     
%% For finding Probability of Test set 
% Since some of the numbers are very tiny to be processed 
by computer, we 
% used the logarithmic form of PDF function.   
SLAtracks=TestAreaMatrix(:,1);  % Area Metric of Ships’ 
tracks belonging to 
% to Sea lane A 
SLBtracks=TestAreaMatrix(:,2);% Area Metric of Ships’ 
tracks belonging to 
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% to Sea lane B 
  
log_PDF_SLA_TKA=log(2/sqrt(2*pi*SD_tracks_TKA_SLA^2))-
(((SLAtracks-0).^2)/(2*SD_tracks_TKA_SLA^2)); 
log_PDF_SLA_TKB=log(1/sqrt(2*pi*SD_tracks_TKB_SLA^2))-
((SLBtracks-meanTKBSLA).^2/(2*SD_tracks_TKB_SLA^2)); 
log_PDF_SLB_TKB=log(2/sqrt(2*pi*SD_tracks_TKB_SLB^2))-
((SLBtracks-0).^2/(2*SD_tracks_TKB_SLB^2)); 
log_PDF_SLB_TKA=log(1/sqrt(2*pi*SD_tracks_TKA_SLB^2))-
((SLAtracks-meanTKASLB).^2/(2*SD_tracks_TKA_SLB^2)); 
% PDF for Area metric of ships tracks belonging to Sea lane 
A 
log_PDF_Tracks_SLA=log_PDF_SLA_TKA+log_PDF_SLA_TKB; 
% PDF for Area metric of ships tracks belonging to Sea lane 
B 
log_PDF_Tracks_SLB=log_PDF_SLB_TKB+log_PDF_SLB_TKA; 
% Probability of Ship track being in Sea lane A 
    Pr_SLA_given_area=1./(1+exp(log_PDF_Tracks_SLB-
log_PDF_Tracks_SLA)); 
% Probability of Ship track being in Sea lane B 
    Pr_SLB_given_area=1./(1+exp(log_PDF_Tracks_SLA-
log_PDF_Tracks_SLB)); 
  
Prob_Testset=[Pr_SLA_given_area Pr_SLB_given_area]; 
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% This program detects the group of ships following or 
paralleling while underway 
% using modified k-means algorithm discussed in Thesis. We 
first generated 
% six ships’ tracks, found area metric between all of them, 
and based on 
% user defined threshold for area metric for maximum 
allowable distance between ships 
% tracks, we detect ships following one another in a Sea 
lane. This program 
% takes into account the temporal locality in area metric 
by introducing 
% third dimension in ships tracks information which 
represents time 
% information. 
% Created by: Tauseef Ashraf, LT CDR PN, September 2018 
clear all 
close all 
clc 
  
sl=[linspace(0,10,11);linspace(0,10,11);linspace(10,20,11)]
;   
% figure(1) 
% plot3(sl(1,:),sl(2,:),sl(3,:),’--*’); 
% legend(‘Sea Lane’,’location’,’best’); 
%title(‘Sea lane and Tracks b/w Port A and Port B’); 
  
noise1=(randn(2,11));           %dummy vector for noise x-
axis of which decides how many tracks we will have 
[sizeofnoise1,~]=size(noise1); 
  
for n=1:sizeofnoise1 
noisefl1_x(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/50),ones(1,200));  
%gaussian noise filtered for adding to x-axis of tracks 
tkset1_x(n,:)=sl(1,:)+(noisefl1_x(n,1:11));% x-axis of set 
of 5 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
noisefl1_y(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/50),ones(1,200));  
%%gaussian noise filtered for adding to y-axis of tracks 
tkset1_y(n,:)=sl(2,:)+(noisefl1_y(n,1:11));% y-axis of set 
of 5 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
noisefl1_z(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/50),ones(1,200));  
%%gaussian noise filtered for adding to z-axis of tracks 
tkset1_z(n,:)=sl(3,:)+(noisefl1_z(n,1:11));% z-axis of set 
of 5 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
end 
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noise1=(randn(2,11));           %dummy vector for noise x-
axis of which decides how many tracks we will have 
[sizeofnoise1,~]=size(noise1); 
  
for n=1:sizeofnoise1 
noisefl2_x(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/5),ones(1,200));  
%gaussian noise filtered for adding to x-axis of tracks 
tkset2_x(n,:)=sl(1,:)+(noisefl2_x(n,1:11));% x-axis of set 
of 5 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
noisefl2_y(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/5),ones(1,200));  
%%gaussian noise filtered for adding to x-axis of tracks 
tkset2_y(n,:)=sl(2,:)+(noisefl2_y(n,1:11));% y-axis of set 
of 5 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
noisefl2_z(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/5),ones(1,200));  
%%gaussian noise filtered for adding to z-axis of tracks 
tkset2_z(n,:)=sl(3,:)+(noisefl2_z(n,1:11));% z-axis of set 
of 5 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
end 
  
noise1=(randn(2,11));           %dummy vector for noise x-
axis of which decides how many tracks we will have 
[sizeofnoise1,~]=size(noise1); 
  
for n=1:sizeofnoise1 
noisefl3_x(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/2),ones(1,200));  
%gaussian noise filtered for adding to x-axis of tracks 
tkset3_x(n,:)=sl(1,:)+(noisefl3_x(n,1:11));% x-axis of set 
of 2 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
noisefl3_y(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/2),ones(1,200));  
%%gaussian noise filtered for adding to y-axis of tracks 
tkset3_y(n,:)=sl(2,:)+(noisefl3_y(n,1:11));% y-axis of set 
of 2 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
noisefl3_z(n,:)=conv((randn(1,11)/2),ones(1,200));  
%%gaussian noise filtered for adding to z-axis of tracks 
tkset3_z(n,:)=sl(3,:)+(noisefl2_z(n,1:11));% z-axis of set 
of 2 tracks - trackset-1 with more filtered noise 
end 
tkcomset_x=[tkset1_x;tkset2_x;tkset3_x];    %making a 
single combined vector of x-axis of all tracks 
tkcomset_y=[tkset1_y;tkset2_y;tkset3_y];    %making a 
single combined vector of y-axis of all tracks 
tkcomset_z=[tkset1_z;tkset2_z;tkset3_z];    %making a 
single combined vector of z-axis of all tracks 
[sizeoftrackset1,~]=size(tkcomset_x); 
hold on 
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for nn=1:sizeoftrackset1   %only for plotting all the 
tracks 
plot3(tkcomset_x(nn,:),tkcomset_y(nn,:),tkcomset_z(nn,:),’-
*’); 
    grid on 
end 
legend(‘Ship track 1’,’Ship track 2’,’Ship track 3’,’Ship 
track 4’,... 
    ‘Ship track 5’,’Ship track 6’,’location’,’best’); 
xlabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
ylabel(‘Distance (\textit{Nm})’, ... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’); 
zlabel(‘Arbitrary Time unit’,’FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, 
‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’) 
title(‘Ship tracks in a sea lane’,... 
       ‘FontSize’,12,’Color’,’k’, ‘Interpreter’, ‘LaTeX’) 
  
for m=1:sizeoftrackset1 
   
%sealane=[tkcomset_x(m,:);tkcomset_y(m,:);tkcomset_z(m,:)]; 
    for n=1:sizeoftrackset1 
     
    trackCntr = 1; 
    sealaneCntr = 1; 
    
%plot3(tkcomset_x(n,:),tkcomset_y(n,:),tkcomset_z(n,:)); 
    %grid on 
    
track=[tkcomset_x(n,:);tkcomset_y(n,:);tkcomset_z(n,:)]; 
    
sealane=[tkcomset_x(m,:);tkcomset_y(m,:);tkcomset_z(m,:)]; 
    meanstart_x = 0.5*(tkcomset_x(n,1) + sealane(1,1)); 
    meanstart_y = 0.5*(tkcomset_y(n,1) + sealane(2,1)); 
    meanstart_z = 0.5*(tkcomset_z(n,1) + sealane(3,1)); 
    meanstart=[meanstart_x;meanstart_y;meanstart_z]; 
    crossOver=false;finalthirdPt=0; 
    done = false; 
    totalArea = 0; 
    while ~done 
    twoPts = {‘track’, trackCntr;      % points for next 
triangle 
    ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr}; 
  
    candidate3rdPts = {‘track’, trackCntr+1;   ... 
        ‘sealane’, sealaneCntr+1; ... 
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        ‘crossover’, 0}; 
    [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, crossOver, done] 
= determineThirdPt(twoPts, candidate3rdPts, track, sealane, 
meanstart, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, crossOver, finalthirdPt, 
done); 
  
     if done 
          
       break; 
     end 
        triangleArea = triA(twoPts, finalthirdPt, track , 
sealane) 
        totalArea = totalArea + abs(triangleArea); 
        %test to check if third point was a cross over 
            if crossOver == true; 
            trackCntr= trackCntr+1;     %in case of cross 
over we select next two points 
            sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr+1; 
            else 
            trackCntr= trackCntr; 
            sealaneCntr= sealaneCntr; 
            end 
          
        end     %end of while loop 
    finalarea(m,n)= totalArea; 
    end 
end 
function [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, crossOver, 
done] = determineThirdPt(twoPts, maybes, track, sealane, 
meanstart, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, crossOver, thirdPt, 
done); 
        [finalthirdPt, trackCntr, sealaneCntr, done] = 
chooseThirdPtFromTandS(meanstart, maybes, track, sealane, 
trackCntr, sealaneCntr, done); 
    end 
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